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The Normal School 1866-1914 
I N 1866 the Legislature of New York State authorized the establishment of fOLlr new Normal schools in various parts of the state. Spurred all by the magnanimous offer of Jesse Ketch-
um, a plot of ground north of the city in the block bounded by Jersey, Fourteenth, York and 
Thirteenth (Normal Avenue), was designated for the new Normal School. To carry t hrough 
this project the financial co-operation of city, state and county was necessary. 
A procession of Masons headed by the Mayor. the Common Council, and other officials, 
marched to the grounds for the elaborate cornerstone laying ceremony on Apri l 15, 1869. 
John B. Skin ner headed the first Board of Managers appointed in September, 1870. Other 
Board members were F rancis H. Root, Honorable Grover Cleveland, Will iam H. Greene, 
Albert H. Tracy, Dr. Thomas F. Rochester, Joseph Warren, Allen Potter, and Dr. Henry 
Lapp. Appointment to pl'incipalship of Dr. Henry B. lluckham, a graduate of the University 
of Vermont, was confirmed by the Board on January 21, 187!. 
Seventy-five young women, eleven young men and a facu lty of seventeen members were 
present on the opening day in September. On Octoher 25, 1871, in the presence of distin-
guished guests and officials, the formal opening took place. The llew edifice was constructed 
of brick, three stories high, and was claimed to possess all the necessary modern improve-
ments. A total investment of one hundred thousand dollars was represented in the project, 
of which eighty thousand dollars was made avai lable from bonds issued by Erie County and 
tbe City of Buffalo. 
Following the resignation of Dr. J3uckham, after sllccessful work at the Normal School, 
Dr. James M. Cassety was appointed principal of the institution on June 14, 1886; Dr. Cas-
sety was a graduate of Harvard University and his teaching experience included ·work at 
Albany, Cortland and Fredonia. Dr. Buckham headed a Normal school at Monmouth, Ore-
gon, until it was closed, when he went with his family to California. [-Ie passed away in 1913. 
In June, 1887, a Science building was started at the north end of the main building. Con-
nected by the "Bridge of Sighs," this new building served as "gymnasium, Natural Science 
Department, and chemical experimentation." 
The erection of the principal's residence, authorized by the legislature in 1889, was com-
pleted in 1894 at a cost of $10,000. As a semi-p ri vate attempt the kindergarten \V.IS started in 
1892. Dr. Daniel S. Upton, former principal of Technical High School, was appointed princi-
pal on July 30,1909. He was a graduate of Olivet College and Cornell University. Dr. Cassety 
retired from active educational \vork upon his resignation. 
The addition of a Household Arts and a Vocational department in 1910 found the old 
building wholly inadequate. After strenuous efforts by Edward H. Butler -and Senator 
Henry W. Hill, plans. for a new building were fonmlly approved on March 6,1912. T he first 
publication of the school, THE ELMS, appeared in June, 1912, and the following year the 
Record appeared as a quarterly magazine. 
N ot until June 14, 1914,did the students bid farewell to the old building at a banquet and 
relllllon. 
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1914-1930 
The agitation for the erection of the second Normal School building, standing today at 
Jersey and Fourteenth Streets, was started by Edward H. Butler as early as 1902. A bill 
sponsored by the late Senator Henry W. Hill for the drawing of plans was signed by Governor 
Hughes on June 21, 1910. Due to the intricacies of legislative methods an appropriation was 
not available for starting the plan until March 6, 1912. 
To continue work in the old structure during construction of the new, on the same plot of 
ground, wings were -planned flanking the Science Building on two sides. Connecting these 
wings was the main facade of the building with a tower modeled after that of Independence 
Hall at Philadelphia. Back of this facade was the wing containing the gymnasium, auditorium 
and science rooms. A brief but impressive ceremony marked the laying of the cornerstone of 
the building on October)/, 1')13. President Butler, of the Board of Managers, introduced the 
speakers of the day, and afterwards, in the presence of distinguished guests, faculty and 
students of the school, he laid the cornerstone at the entrance of the new structure. 
The death of M;. Edward H. Butler on March 9, 1914 was a great loss to the Normal 
School. He bequeathed a sum of five thousand dollars to the school for Library purposes. Mr. 
Robert Livingston Fryer succeeded Mr. Butler as president of the Board. In September, 
1914,-classes were started in the new building. 
Mr. Robert Livingston Fryer passed away on October 15, 1915 and Edward H. Butler, Jr. 
became president of the Board. In memory of her husband, Mrs. Fryer presented the Tiffany 
Clock for the tower, and a bronze tablet to the School. 
School 38 was affiliated with the Normal School in September, 1916, for additional practice 
teaching facilities. The first Summer- Session was inaugurated t~ following year. During 
this Summer Session in 1918, Dr. Upton passed away suddenly on July 30. 
On January 30, 1919, Harry Westcott Rockwell was formally appointed principal of the 
Normal School. Dr. Rockwell ... vas a graduate of Brown and Columbia Universities, and came 
to the school following successful work at Pelham, New York. In March of that year came 
the double ceremony of dedication of the new building and installation of the new principal. 
The Board of Regents gave the Home Economics Department, in July, 1919, the privilege of 
offering a four year course with a degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics. 
In September, 1920, the Vocational-Industrial Department was reorganized through the 
transfer of a similar department from Albany State College. 
In June, 1922, the Normal School celebrated its fiftieth anniversary during commence-
ment-week, with appropriate ceremonies. The General Normal course was extended from two 
to three years' duration in September of that year. On April 25, 1925, the Board of Regents 
approved the establishment of an optional four year course for elementary and junior high 
school teachers leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Education. This important step 
forward was definitely authorized on June 24,1926. With it came many important additions 
to the faculty. 
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The first non-teaching registrar, Miss Is~bel Houck, was appointed in 1925, and the posi-
tion of Dean of Worn en created in January, 1926. Miss Catherine E. Reed began her work as 
Dean in September, 1926. Increased registra t ion and overcrowded facil it ies made a larger 
plant and campus necessary as each yea r went-by. 
On May 27, 1927, in response to a request made by the Board of Managers, in a resolution 
on April 14, the State Board of Regents cha nged the name of the Buffalo State Normal 
School to that of State Teachers College at Buffalo. Credit for this chan~e is due to the late 
Adelbert Moot, Vice-Chancellor of t he Board of Regents. On March 9, 1928, t he Legislature 
passed a bi ll g iving the right to the legal t itle of New York St ate College for T eachers at 
Buffalo. T his action gave the college the same Faculty cl ass ification an d salary-schedule as 
that of the Albany State T eachers Coll ege. 
A college nurse was added to the staff in September, 1928. The Vocational-Industrial 
Department was put on a three year basis in the spring of 1929, an d a four year course .was 
planned. An 'lutO mechani cs and a general shop will come within two YC<lrs. I n Jul y, 1929, t he 
Board of Regents approved the transfer of the Art Departments from the Potsdam and Fre-
donia Normal Schools to the State Teachers College at Ruffalo. The proximity of the new 
plant to the Albright Art Gallery and the Buffalo Art School mad e this change especially 
advisa ble. 
In August, 1930, t he School of Practice was taken over by the State, wh ich thereafter 
undertook the paying of the salaries of the critics. With even higher standards fo r entrance, 
;lpplications were so great in September, ]930, that tests for ad mission were again given. The 
new Art Department opened with twenty students at t h3t t ime. 
The expansion of the College from a registration of two hu ndred seventy-five in 1919 to 
one thousa nd , one hundred fifty in 1930 and a relative increase in the number of faculty, 
marks the amazing growth in the servi ce of the College. A director of training and two associ-
ates, increa sed practice teaching faci li ties, a departm ent rOt" the tra ining of elementary princi-
pals, two new sal ary schedules, recogn ition of the degree of the ColLege by several of the 
larger universities, and the appointment of a ·Deans Comrni ttee are but a few other splendid 
developments t hat took place on the Jersey Street ca mpus during this period. 
Nearly all fraternities and .sororities became nation alized following the collegiate ranking 
of the school. The American Association of Teachers Colleges also ga ve t he ·College a grade A 
rating. State University schola rships were given to students registering at t he College, as well 
as twenty-five vocat iona l scholarships of olle thousand dolla rs each. 
On Janu ary 1, 1931, the Coll ege building was turned ove r to the City of Buffalo, to be used 
as the Grover Cleveland High School , with its opening sche duled for September, 193 1. 
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New Campus 1931 
Greatly increased registration and overcrowded· facilities suggested the advisability of a 
new plant for the College. In December 1926, Commissioner Frank C. Perkins proposed to 
the Council a plan looking toward the development of an educational center on the Buffalo 
State Hospital grounds. Finally after several proposals and changes, an agreement was 
reached between representatives of the city, and Governor Smith. The City of Buffalo was to 
take the Jersey and Fourteenth Street property while the State conveyed to the city, ninety 
acres on the State Hospital site. Seventy acres of the site was to be made available for use by 
the city for educational purposes, and twenty acres for a new State Teachers College. The 
city was to erect a new College at a cost not to exceed one million and a half dollars, and to 
move the reception building of the State Hospital.. 
Following t he approval of the Common Council and the Legislature, plans were drawn 
early in 1928. These plans visioned for Buffalo a splendid new College adjacent to the city's 
finest park and educational institutions. Four college buildings with a quadrangle were 
planned; namely, the main college building, vocational building, school of practice, and 
gymnasium. A president's residence and athletic field were also included in the development. 
The labors of Mayor Schwa b, Governor Roosevelt, the late Henry W. Hill, Gregory U. 
Harmon and Edward H. Butler were important factors in this project. 
A simple program marked the ground-breaking ceremonies on November 7, 1928, while 
impressive services of a state and civic nature saw the laying of the cornerstone ·on October 
9, 1929. Presided over by Dr. Rockwell, a history making ceremony took place in the unfin-
ished auditorium in the presence of the Board of Managers, the Mayor and members of the 
Council of BufFalo, representatives of thc State Educational Department and Board of 
Regents, state officials, and representatives of Buffalo educational institutions. Following the 
ceremony Edward H. Butler, using the same trowel. which his father had employed in 1913, 
laid the cornerstone of the main building. 
The graduating classes planted the first ivy on the new campus in June, 1930. In October 
1930, an announcement was made of three gifts of chimes for the tower of t he main building. 
The E bell was presented by the Class of 1930, the C bell by the ELMS staff, and the D bell 
by an anonymous donor in memory of three former principals. To these bells, a bell from the 
old campus, a gift of Mrs. Robert Livingston Fryer, was added to complete the set of chimes. 
The first event in the new college took place on November 10 when the Buffalo Symphony 
Society opened its concert season in the auditorium. f\1oving to the new campus started 
December 17, 1930. A parade of students from the old campus to the new and another impres-
sive ceremony opened the Co llege on January 12, 1931. Messages of congratulation were 
received from Governor Rcosevelt and Commissioner Graves, and personal greetings came 
from many civic leaders. 
Thus in its new sctting, in the midst of splendid educational institutions, almost unlimited 
possibilities in cultural and recreational fields beckon the State Teachers College of Buffalo 
to a new day of developmeht in elementary education which her eventful history of growth 
and service has shown in the past. -HARRY S. DOUGLASS 
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ADMINISTRATION 
DR. HARRY 'VVESTCOTT ROCKWELL; A. B.~ A.M.~ PD.D. 
~11 7he ELMS IlL \I~ if 1931 ~v
Committee of Deans 
GEORGE BRADFORD NEUMANN 
B.A., M.A., PH.D. 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
C HARLES ARTHUR MESSNER 
B.A., M.A., PH.D. 
PD. B. , A.B., A.M., Po.M. 
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DEAN CATHERINE E. REED, A.B. , M.A, 
Rosamond Olief Abate 
B.S. 
Accompanist and 
AJsistant Librarian 
Grace A. Allen 
B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Diuctol' 
oj Tra'ining 
Gertrude M, Bacon 
B.S., M.A. 
Professor of Elementary 
Educat'ion 
H. Arnold Bennett 
A.B., A.M. 
Instructor -in History 
Charles B. Bradley, B.S. 
Pmfesso!" of Art 
Education 
Homer A. Bruce 
B.S., M.A. 
Instructor in Educat1'on 
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C. B. Burke 
1 nstructor in 
Woodworking 
Myrtle Viola Caudell 
B.S., M.A. 
Director and Professor of 
Home Economt'cs 
Fducation 
Luella Chapman 
Instructo1' in Penmanship 
Marion A. Clark, A. B. 
Secretary 
Mary C. Clark, R.N. 
College NU1'se 
Stephen Clement 
A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Education 
Director of Extension 
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Earl Cranston 
A.B., B.D., M.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of [hstary 
Marion Dana, B.S., M.A. 
Instructor in 
K indergarten-
Primary )};1 ethods 
Jane 1. DiAdario 
Seaeta-ry 
Winifred Dre\.v 
B.S., M.A. 
Instructor -in Design 
Margaret Dupre, B.S. 
1 nstructo1' 1:n Science 
Helen G. Englebreck 
A.B., M.A. 
1 nstructoJ' in History 
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John Fontana 
Instructor in 
Machine Shop 
Raymond M . Fretz 
B.S., A.M. 
J nstructor in Science 
Anna M. Gemmill 
B.S., M.A. 
J nstructor in 
Home EcoItomics 
Mabel B. Gilbert 
Afanagel' of Cafeteria 
Mina S. Goossen, B.O.E. 
Instructor i'n 
Engrish and Dramatics 
Andrew W. Grabau 
B.S. 
Instructor in EngHsh 
and Psychology 
I 
Kathryn S. Graham 
Secretary 
Fr(lllces G. Hepinstall 
B.S. 
Librarion 
Oscar Edward Hertzberg 
!l.A., M.A., Ph .D. 
Professor of Psychology 
Carolyn Heyman 
I nstnlctor in Art 
Rducation 
David R. Hodgin 
A.B., A.M. 
I nstructor in English 
Ruth Ell iott Houston 
!l.A. 
P rofessor oj 
11 ealth Education 
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George E. Huckins 
I nslructor £n Printinl: 
Edna W. Hurd, B.S. 
I nst.ructor in Music 
Anne M. Hutzler 
Seattary 
Faye Keever, !l.S., M.A. 
Instructor in Clolh£ng 
Jd a 1. Kempke 
Pd.B., A. 13., A.M. 
P rofes.ror of English 
Ruth McLean, A.B. 
I nJtructor in Art 
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M.lry l.oui se McMahon 
B. S. 
i nstructor in 111usic 
Edward 1. Morrice, 13.S. 
iustructor in M echanics 
Eileen M ulholl and 
Ph.B., M.A. 
[ nslruc/01" in English 
May C. Nye, A.!l., M.A. 
Instructof in Foods 
and Textiles 
Mildred Krier Patti 
Seattary 
i rvi ng C. Perkins, B.S. 
Director and Professor of 
r ocational.Education 
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Chester A. Pugsley 
!l.A., M.A. 
ProfeIsar of Elementary 
Sr:h()()[ Administ.ration 
G. M. Quackenbush 
!l.S., M.A. 
Assistant P.ro/eHor of 
f/ ocational Training 
Gertrude Roach, R .N . 
I nstructor in H ealth 
Education 
Jennie Robson, Pd.!l. 
Instructor in M athematic! 
and Education 
Winifred Salom, B.S. 
T n.structor in Il ealth 
Educ(4t ion 
Alma M. Shugrue, A.B . 
1 nslructor in 
K i ndergarten-
Primary M et.hod.r 
II 
I 
Mildred L. Si pI' 
B.S., M .A. 
AJ5istant ProjeJSO'r oj 
Teacher Training 
Ruth E. Speir 
Assistant P ro/cHoT 
of Music 
Harry ]' Steel, M.A. 
Director of Training and 
Projess01" of Ed'ucation 
Katheryne C. T homa,s 
A.B., M .A. 
AHistant. P.rofessor of 
Geography 
John Melvi n Th urbe r 
A.B., Ph.D . 
Professor of Englifh 
May C. T urner, B.S. 
hUl.ructor in Foods 
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Charles A. Va il , 8.S.,A .:.I1. 
I nsl.ruct01' t'1~ Science 
Grace Viele, 13.L. 
Assistant L ibrmoicln 
Wa lter 13. Weber, B.S. 
InstnutoT in Electricity 
Anna Alford, I3.A., M.A. 
First Grade, 
School of Practice 
E leanor M. Gover, B.S. 
Sixth Grade, 
Sc·hool of Practice 
Mary L. Jam iso n, I3.S . 
K inderga1'ten, 
School of Praclia 
• 
Carl H. Kumpf, B.S. 
lVi alkemat,j,:s, 
School of Practice 
Mae O'l3rien, B.A. 
Fourth Grade, 
School of Practice 
Stella 0' Rei lly 
F·ifth Grade, 
School of Pra~tice 
Theresa A. Roehsler, I3 .S . 
Second Grade t 
School of Practice 
Elizabe th Rird Small 
English and L atin, 
School of Practice 
E ll a M. Smith 
Third G·/,ade, 
School of Practice 
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Marguerite Stockberger 
H£sto1'Y and Geography , 
School of P·raetice 
Agnes Agnitch 
Thi,.d G,.ade, School 38 
Grace G. Ball ard, B.S. 
Fo",.,h Grade, School 38 
Mary L. Darker 
Second Grade, School 38 
Lena Denecke 
Reading and Literaturc, 
School 38 
Mary J. Doe 
Fo",.,h G,.ade, School 38 
M. Josephine D urney 
B.S. 
English, School 38 
Edna R. Gardner 
Geography, School 38 
T helma M. Hepp, B.S. 
Second Grade, School 38 
E thel H. Herl an 
B.S., M.A. 
First Grade, School 38 
Ellen C. Mockler 
Second Grade, School 38 
Charlotte M. Moore 
Arithmetic, School 38 
s 
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Mary Hofmann Rober ts 
B.S . 
Fifth Grade, School 38 
Frances M . Rudell 
First Grade, School 38 
Edn a M. Shaw 
Kindergarten , School 38 
Elma R. Smith 
Third Grade, School 38 
Inez E. Stebbins, B.S. 
Second Grade, School 38 
Ma rion P. Wakeman 
Fijth Grade, School 38 
• 
Lyd ie Cha mot 
French , School of Practice 
Genevieve Dye FCLlc hter 
Fifth Gr'ade, School 38 
Lina Gielow, B.S. 
Read-ing and JliJ'tor), 
School 38 
Isa bel I-Iouck . Kidency 
A.B. 
Registrar 
Nancy K. Lansdale 
Cm'ment Shoppe Managa 
]. F. Phillippi, A.B., M.A. 
PtOfesso1' of Mathemat.1·C5 
Yla rt ha S. Pratt 
B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in 'l'eac/tet' 
Training 
Ru by Si mpson 
n.s., :VI.S. 
PracttCt fl ouse iii! anager 
and J nstruct01' ill l! omt 
/ldmillistrfltion 
Franklin S'il ith 
Suptrinteudent of B uild-
ings and Grounds 
Robert 0 . DeMond 
A.B .. A.M. 
ProftfJor of if istory 
Leave of /I buna 
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Hero-v\lorship 
Down before the altar of your life 
I lay my little hoard-
For striving in my humble way 
I sought to do the things you did, 
To reach the heights sublime you reached 
By stepping in your tracks 
And leaning on your staff'. 
Naught have I done in juSt my narne, 
But all I've done in yours. 
I'll ask not e'en the fame- nor shame; 
I've followed blindly .and will die, 
For my high hope was lived before-
It panted in your brain. 
My very breath was yours- and less. 
-MARGARET GOFF 
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Senior Class Activities 
T HROUGHOUT the four ye;ns' career of st ruggle which we have pursued in t he effort to- be among t he surviving fittest- the "B.S,'s in Ed."-
we have been a cl ass which has promised much, for t he range of our t alents 
was equ alled on ly by QU I' zeal for achievement. Even as t h is goes to press, 
t he Home Economics sen io rs are actually prom isi ng to bring fort h the ·stunt 
t hey have t alked of fo r four yearsj the General Normal girls to produce a 
"potentially prize-winning" basketball team; the Class Day committee to 
have an outdoor breakfast if it doesn't raill too hard; and all of US to make 
t he Se ni or Ball as brilli ant an affa ir as eve r. 
But this is not to say t hat we have done nothing So far thi s year. At ;.\ 
Christmas party in Gandy's, dignified hi larity reached its highest pitch 
when oLir presi d ing genius, Dora Staby, performed an adagio with Mr. 
Pugsley. Since then we have necessarily bent our efforts towa rd work, but 
not too strictly to have led the Moving-Day pa rade with a float which was 
good, if not a prize-winner, and to have heen the fi rst to read original verse 
at the interclass sing. 
36 
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DrVE R 
CONSTABL E 
Senior Class Officers 
MARGAR ET D IVE R 
MA RY R INDO NE 
DORIS CONSTABL E 
RALPH T H EO BALD 
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R I NDON E 
THEOBALD 
President 
Pice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurtr 
WINIFRED ]. ALLEN 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, '28-'31, 
Corresponding Secretary, 
'30_'31; Nu Lambda Sigma, 
'30-'31; Section Capta in , 
'28_'29; Vice-President Jun-
ior Degree Class, '29-'30; 
Horne Economics Club. 
MARGARET BECK 
Y. W. C. A., '27-'31; New 
Voters' League; , 30,' 31. 
NINA AUSTIN 
NELSON 1. BIONDOLILLO 
Men's Clu b; Men's Glee 
Club; Dramatic ClubTreas-
urer, '31. 
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ISABELLA BAIRD 
Girls' Basketball, '27-'31; Y. 
W . C. A., '27-'31. 
PAULINE ESTERHAY Burry 
Dramatic Clu b, '29-'31; 
Sprinp; Play, '30; Senior 
Glee Club. 
MARIE BRAUN 
Basketball, '28-'31; Base-
ball, '28; Y. W. C. A. , '28-
'3 1. 
JEAN A. CANADA 
I-lome Economics Cill b, '28-
'29; Record Staff, '29-'31. 
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ESTHER E. BUCK 
Non.,.Residents' Association. 
MARY IRMA CARMODY 
Phi Upsilon Omicron; Home 
Economics Club; Alpha Sig-
ma Tau, '28_'3 1, Secretary, 
'30; Panhell enic Represen-
tative, '28-'30; Y. W. C. A.j 
Dramatic Club; Spring Play 
'30; Ch"istmas Play, '28-'29. 
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I~UTH M. BUDDENHAGEN 
Central Council, '27-'28; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, '27-
'31, Treasurer, '30; Y . vV. 
C. A., '27-'31; Silver Bay 
Delegate, '29; Phi Upsilon 
Omicron, '30-'31, President, 
'30-'31. 
EDNA CLARK 
Non-Residents' Association, 
Secretary, '29-'30; French 
Club, '30-'31; Honor Roll, 
'29-'31. 
MARY CLEGG 
Y. W. C. A., '27; Home Eco-
nomics Club; Junior Degree 
Class-Treasurer, '30; Alpha 
Sigma Tau, '30-'31, Cor-
responding Secretary, '30. 
ALlCE DEHEcK 
Basketball, '27-'29; Y. W. 
C. A., '27-'31; Current 
Events Club, '30-'31. 
s 
DORIS 1\IT. CONSTABLE 
Phi Upsilon Omicron; Al-
pha Sigma Tau, '29-'31; 
Panhellenic Representative, 
'29, President, '29, Secre-
tary, '28; Y. W. C. A.; Rep-
resentative to Social Pro-
gram. 
MARGARET H.. DIVER 
Senior Class President, '30-
'31;Alpha Sigma Tau; Phi 
Upsilon Omicron; Y. W. c. 
A., '27; Spring Play Cos-
tume Committee Chairman, 
'30; Christmas Play, '29. 
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CLARA CORRITORE 
GENEVIEVE DUTTON 
JOHN EIGENBROD 
President Athletic Associa-
tion, '31; Editor Summer 
Record, '30; Men's Club; 
Record Staff, '30. 
GENEVA M. FIEBELKORN 
s 
DOROTHY M. FEINEN 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'30-'31. 
SAMUEL FOTE 
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KATHERINE G. FEW 
Alpha Sigma Tau, '28-'31; 
Home Economics Club, '27-
'31; Y. W. C. A., '27-'28 ; 
Basketball, '27; Senior In-
vitation Committee, '30; 
Panhellenic Association, '30. 
PAULINE Fox 
Art Kraft Klub, '28-'31, 
President, '30-'31 j Record 
Staff; ELMS Staff; I-lome 
Economics Club. 
~II Cfhe ELMS II~ ,,~ of 1931 ~~v 
GARSON GOLDBERG 
MARTl·IA GRIERSON 
N on-Residents' Association. 
LILLIAN A. GREAR 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'30-'31; Y. W. C. A., '30-'3L 
DORIS V. GRITiVIAN 
French Club, President, '29-
'30; Y W. C. A., '30-'3 L 
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.. 
JANE GRENNELL 
J ESSIE HARDY 
Home Economics Club, '27-
'30; Alpha Sigma Tau, '30-
'31, Vice-President, '30; 
Chairman of Ring and Pin 
Committee, '31. 
vJ&j11 CJhe ELMS IlL 
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RAYMOND HARROLD 
BERTHA JOHN COX 
Home Economics elu b; 
Non-Residents' Association. 
FELIX ,.y. HOWE 
ELOISE KENNEY 
Basketball, '30. 
AGN ES 1. ISAACSON 
Alpha Sigma Tau, '29-'31 , 
President, '31; Nu Lambda 
Sigma, '27-'31, President, 
'29; Junior Degree Presi-
dent, '30; Executive Coun-
cil, '30-'3 1; Delegate N. Y. 
U. Conference, '30. 
MARGARET KERSTEN 
Home Economics Club; Pi 
Delta Theta, '29-'31; Rep-
resentative Panhellenic, '29-
'30, Treasurer, '29_'30, Pres-
ident, '30-'31; Phi Upsilo n 
Omicron, '29-'3 1; Librarian , 
'29-'3 L 
GRACE 1. KLINE 
Basketball, '27-'30; Cur-
rent Events Club, '29-' 30; 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31. 
ALICE LARSON 
Home Economics Club; Art 
Kraft Klub; Alpha Sigma 
Tau; Y. W. C. A., '28-'29; 
Junior Degree Class Secre-
tary. 
PHYLLI S BERYL KOLPIEN 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'30-'31. 
IVlo NICA LAUGHREN 
SUSANNA E. KRAEMER 
Y. W. C. A.; Social Program 
Committee, Summer, ' 30. 
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE 
Home Economics Club; Y. 
VI? C. A. , '30. ' 31; Costume 
Committee, '28-'29; N ew 
Voters' League,'30·'31; Sec-
tion Treasurer, '31; H. E, 
Fashion Show, '29. 
~II <The ELMS 111ft 
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RUTH E. LEINS 
Home Economics Club; Art 
Kraft Klub, ' 30-'31. 
DOROTHY A. MARLEY 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, '28-' 31 , 
President, '30-'31; Central 
Council Chairman, '29- '30; 
Chairman Junior Prom, '29_ 
'30; ExecLLtive Council! '30-
' 31. 
CLARA E. LIN K 
N on-Residcn ts ' Associa tion, 
'3 1; Current Events Club. 
WILHELMINE]. MERKLE 
Home Economics Club, '28-
'31; Pi Kappa Sigma, '30-
'31; Home Economics Sec-
tion Captain, '31. 
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lVIYRTLE MANSFIELD 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Cor-
responding Secretary, '29-
'30, President! '30-'31; 
Home Econom ics Club, 
Chairman Home I::conomics 
Day, '30, State Student 
Chairrnan , '30-'31; Basket-
ball. 
CLARA B. l\1ERKLING 
Basketball , '27; Y. W. C. A. 
'28; Current Events Club, 
' 31. 
"I 
Ii 
1 
i 
RUTH E. MILL ER 
Treasurer Junior Glee Club, 
'27; Y. W. C. A., '27-'28; 
Home Economics Club, 
Home Economics Play, '28. 
JEAN ADA I R MOULTON 
Sophomore President, '29 j 
Silver Bay Delegate, '29; 
N. S. F. A. Delegate, '30; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Presi-
dent, '29-'30; Ph i Upsilon 
Omicron j President Stu-
dents' Association, '30-'31. 
LMS 
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CHARLOT MOE I-I LAU 
ELM S Staff, '31. 
LILIANE Q'DONOGHUE 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'29-'3 1, President, '30-'3 1; 
Theta Sigma Upsilon , '30-
'31; French Club, '29-'31; 
Summer Social Program 
Committee, '30. 
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1. ANN MOORE 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31. 
£L81 E P ETERSON 
y. W. C. A., '28; Alpha Sig-
ma Tau, '30-'31, Treasure r, 
'31 ; Discipline Commi ttee, 
'3 1; Home Economics Play, 
'28-'29; Chairman I-lome 
Economics Club Dance, '29. 
A LFREDA PUG ELL 
Current Events Club, '29-
'3 1, Vice-President, '31; Y. 
W. C. A., '30-'31; New 
Vote rs' League, '3 1. 
DOROTHY RALPH 
l3asketball, '28-'31; Play-
day Delegate, '29; Class 
iVIarshal , '29; Editor-in-
Chief ELMS, ' 30; Art-Photo-
graph Editor E LMS, '31. 
LMS 
1931 
RUTH N. PULS 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Treas-
urer, '30-'3 ] ; Home Eco-
nomics Club; Y. W. C. A. 
RUTH E. RECH 
Basketballl'reshman Cham-
pionship Team, '27-'28; Y. 
W. C. A., '27-'28; Junior 
Glee Club, '27-'28; Alpha 
Sigma Tau, Vice-President, 
'29-'30; Central Council , 
'29-'30. 
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MARY E LIZABETH RA IN BOW 
Home Econornics e lu h. 
HELEN SUE REYNOLDS 
Alpha Sigma Tau, '30-'31; 
Home Economics Club ; 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'27-'28; Y. W. C. A., '27-'28; 
Social Program Representa-
tive, '30. 
MA RY REYNO LD S 
Art Kraft Klub, '28-'31; 
Home Economics Club. 
LEONARD RU SS ELL 
Ca mpus Club; Glee Club; 
Dramatic Club. 
MARY RINDONE 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Secretary, 
'30; Vice- P.esidcnt Senior 
Class; Chairm an Class Day, 
'30; Central Council, '27-
'29; Glee Club,'29-' 31; Dra-
matic Club, '29-'31. 
DORIS J. SC HUSTER 
Pi Delta Theta. 
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MARGARET R OBERTS 
Non-Resi dents' Associ ation , 
'30-'3 1; Current Events 
Club, '31; Y. W. C. A., '3 1. 
COLETTE M. SH H DY 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '28-'3 1, 
Corresponding Secretary , 
'29-'30, Presiden t. '30-'31. 
~117heELMS · III~ v~ 11931 ~V 
GLADYS M. SL ATER 
President Junior Graduat-
ing Class, '30; Theta Sigm a 
U psilon, Pres ident, '3 1; 
EL>1S Staff, '30; Basketball, 
'28-'30; Cortland Delegate; 
Silver Bay Delegate, '29. 
ELVERA STRACHAN 
Glee Club, '30-'31; Basket-
ball , ' 28-'29; Chairm an Cap 
and Gown Comm ittee, '3 1; 
Flower an d Color Commit-
tee, '30. 
LUCI LLE L. S I'I CE 
Home Econom ics Club. 
PAULINE E. STR IKER 
Record, Bu si nesi=: Manager, 
'29-'30; Editor, '3 1; ELMS 
Staff,' 29-'30; Delta Sigma 
Epsilon, '27-'3 1; Phi Upsi-
lon Om icron, '28-'3 1; Ex-
ecut ive Counc il , '3 1; Junior 
Prom Comm ittee, '30. 
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DORA C. STABY 
Basketball Ca ptain Cham-
pionship Team, '29-'3 1; Sec-
tion Captain , '30-'31; Y . 
W. C. A., '29; Picture Com-
mittee ELMS, '31 j E LMS 
Staff, '30-'3 1; Moving Up 
Day Committee, '3 1. 
ETHEL M. T EM PLE 
Home Economics Cl ub. 
RALPH E. THEOBALD 
Men's Club, '30-'31; Cam-
pus Club, '30-'31; Men's 
Glee Club, '28-'29; Treas-
urer Senior Class, '31; Chess 
Club, '29; Editor Summer 
Record, '29; Editor Record, 
'30. 
MILLIE VrLl.AFRANK 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'30-'31. 
lOLA P. TILLNER 
Y. W. C. A., '29-'31. 
S 
EDITH WE HSTER 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'31. 
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ELINOR TURK 
BELLA R. WEEKES 
~II cfhe ELMS III ~ v~ of1931 ~v 
FRANCIS W. WIER1.BOWSKI 
Men's Glee Club, '30-'3 1; 
Summer Session · Record 
Staff, '30; Summer Session 
Social Program Committee, 
'30. 
ESTHER BLISS 
Pi Kappa Sigma, '28-'31; 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, '29-
'31. 
FRANCES M. CROSS 
Home Economics Club, '26-
'29; Senior Glee Club, '28-
'30; Y. W. C. A., '30-'31. 
RUTH GUTMAN 
Basketball, '27-'28; Current 
Events Cl ub. 
MAY ZDARSKY 
Home Economics Club; Al-
pha Sigma Tau, Historian, 
'31; Current Events Club, 
'29; Y. W. C. A., '29-'31; 
Senior Picture Committee, 
'31. 
EDWARl> BRUNNER 
Men's Glee Clnb; Dramatic 
Club; Men's Club. 
E LIZAB ETH FONTAINE 
A. LAURANCE HOLCOMBE 
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WINONA E. ZIEMANN 
Y. W. C. A., '27-'29; Bas-
ketball, '26"27; Glee Club, 
'28. 
DOLORES M. CAVALIERI 
Junior Glee Club, '27; Sen-
ior Glee Club, '28; Section 
Representative, '27; Sopho-
more Program, '28. 
GERTRUDE GAVIN 
TILLIE KAISER 
Basketball, '27; Y. W. C. 
A., '28; Current Events 
Club; Sociology Club, Pres-
ident, '30. 
J&111 crhe ELMS I ~ vv~ of 1931 J;~v 
EDWINE M. KOENIG 
ELSA PROZELLER 
Alpha Sigma Tall, '28-'31; 
French Club, '28; Dramatic 
Club, '28. 
ALICE G. SCHAFFER 
HELEN M. STEPHENS 
Glee Club, '27; Home Eco-
nomics Club, '27-'31; Y. W. 
C. A., '30. 
CATHERINE LINDER 
GERALDINE N. RANKINS 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31; Nu 
Lambda Sigma, '28-'31, 
Vice-President, '31. 
J ENNY L. SCIBETTA 
Basketball, '27, '30. 
FRANCES STROOD 
En-TE L ZUBKOFF 
52 
EDNA M. MITCHELL 
Home Economics Club, '29-
'31; Phi Upsilon Omicron, 
'30-'31. 
GLADYS RUHLAND 
VIRGlNIA SUERET 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Home 
Economics Club. 
IRENE TABER 
J&111 crhe ELMS IlL vv~ of 1931 J'?::v 
HOLME 
HUBER 
Junior Class Officers 
MARIE HOLME 
JEAN ETTE FARBER 
ETHEL HUBER 
LESTER HANNAN 
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FARBER 
HANNAN 
President 
V ice-PTCsident 
SecretaTY 
Treasurer 
JOSEPHINE ACKERMAN 
ELMS Staff, '30, 
AUGUSTA M. ALLEIN 
Current Events Club, '29; 
Basketball, '29, 
MARIE ALFANO 
Current Events Club, '29; 
Basketball, '29-'30; ELMS 
Staff, '30, 
DOROTHY L. ALLCRIM 
54 
ADALINE ALLAN 
Delta Sigma Epsilon; Sen-
ior Girls' Glee Club, '30-'31; 
Central Council, '29-'30; 
Kindergarten-Primary Day 
Program, '30; Basketball 
'29, 
M ILDRED J. AUSTIN 
~llcneELMS I I~ ,,~ 11931 ~~v 
GRACE E. BALDWIN 
Basketball, '29-'30; Cur-
rent Events Club, '30-'31. 
DORIS E. BECKER 
Junior Glee Club, '28-'29; 
y, W, C. A" '28-'29; Senior 
Glee Club, '29-'31, Secre-
tary, '30-'31. 
GERALDINE BAMBERG 
BEUI.AH BEERS 
Basket ba 11 ,' 28; Curren t 
Events Club, '28, 
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RAYMOND C. BARRY 
FRANC ES D. BELLANCA 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '28-'30, 
Treasurer, '28-'29; Central 
Council, '29; Executive 
Council, '30-'31 j Chairman 
Elections Committee, '29-
'31; Secretary Graduating 
Class, '31; Chairman Sen-
ior Ball Committee, '31. 
EVERRTr C. BENNETI' 
JEANETIE F. I3 0NG IOVANNI 
Current Events Club, '28; 
Sociology Club, '28-'29; N. 
S. F. A. Comm ittee, '30. 
LMS 
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F. GORDON BENNEIT 
Psi Phi, '29-'31; Men's Club 
'28-'3 1. 
MARGARET MARY I3RADY 
56 
GERALDINE BINGENHEIMER 
French Cl ub, '28-'3 1, Treas-
urer, '30, President, '31. 
MARyMARCARET BRADY 
Glee Club, '28-'31; Dele-
gate to Central Coullci l. '28. 
~II crhe ELMS III~ ~ of1931 ~v 
RUTH A. BREMS 
Glee Club, '28-'3 1; Vice-
President, '30-'31; Alpha 
Sigma Alpha, '29-'31; Bas- . 
kethall , '28. 
MARGARET BUNCE 
Central Council, '29; Bas-
ketball, '30-'31; Nu Lamb-
Ja Sigma, '29-'30. Treasurer 
'30-'3 1. . 
BEULAH A. BREIT 
Sophomore Assembly, '28; 
Senior Ball Committee, '30. 
PAULINE L. BURGESS 
Frellch Cl ub, '28.'29; Y. w. 
C. A., '29-'31. 
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ENDORA L. BUMPUS 
Y. w. C. A., ' 28-'29. 
LESTER J. BURKE 
Ka ppa Ka ppa Kappa, '29-
'3 1. 
~II crhe ELMS IlL v~ 11931 J1'bv 
HELEN K. BURNS 
Basketball, '28-'31; Section 
Treasurer. 
FRANCES CANTOR 
MARGARET MARY BUR NS 
Dramatic Club, '29-'31; Al-
pha Sigma Alpha. 
RUTH V. CARMAN 
Basketball, '28, Orange and 
Black; Playday Delegate, 
'29; Christmas Play, '29; 
Glee Club, President, '30; 
Moving Up DayCommittee, 
'31. 
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KATHERINE E. CANNON 
Basketball, '28-' 30; Y. W. 
C. A., '28 - '30; Non-Resi-
dents' Association, '28-'30; 
Section Captain, '29-'30; 
Central Council, '28; Junior 
Prom Committee, '30. 
RUTH CHAMBERLAIN 
FRANCES E. CISZEK 
Y. W. C. A., '28; Current 
Events Club, '30. 
VIRGINIA P. CONDON 
Glee Club, '28-'31; Sofrivo-
lities, '29; Junior. Prom 
Committee, '30; Basketball, 
'28-'29; Section Treasurer, 
'28-'30. 
s 
ESTHER COOK CLARK 
Non-Residents' Association. 
ALlCE CONRAD 
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RUTH MARION CLARK 
THELMA H. CORCORAN 
Girl Marshal, '28-'29; Bas-
ketball, '28-'29; Vice-Presi-
dent Y. W. C. A., '31; Alpha 
Sigma Alpha, '29-'31; Glee 
CILI b, J28_J31; Dramatic 
Clu b,'28-'29 ;Cortlalld Plav-
day Delegate, '29. -
, ! 
I 
I 
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JEANETT E COUHI G 
Basketball , '30-'3\. 
VIRGINIA DALEY 
LLMS Business Staff, '30-'31. 
GRACE E. CRANE 
Central Counci l-, '28; Junior 
Girls' Glee Clu b, '28; Senior 
Girls' Glee Club, '29-'30; 
Basketball, '28-' 29. 
LEONA DAVIS 
D ramatic Club, Vice-Presi-
dent, '29, Treasurer, '3D; 
Glee Club, '28-'29-'30; 
Christmas Play, '29; Sum-
mer Glee Club, '30. 
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ELSIE M. CURTIS 
Non-Residents' Associatio ll , 
'29-'30; Ju nior Girls' Glee 
Club, '29-'30-'31. 
BERNICE DEPARMA 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'3\. 
~IICJheELMS II~ v~ # 1931 d%'(j,v 
RAFFAE A . DEANGE LI S 
Sociology Club, '28-'29; Cur-
rent Events Club, '28-'31 j 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31; New 
Voters' League, '30-'3 1. 
J OHN DONOVAN 
ELEANOR L. DOBLER 
Dramatic Clu b, '28-'29. 
HARRY S. DOUGLASS 
Dramatic Club, '28-'30; 
Spring Play, '29; Record 
Staff, '29-'31, News Editor, 
'30-'31; Sum mer Record, '29; 
Men's Club, '30-'31, Chair-
ma n, '30. 
6 l 
GEORGE L. D OBSON 
JOYCE DUNKELBERGER 
Y. W. C. A., '29-'31; Kin-
dergarten-Primary Play,'30j 
Orchestra, '29_'31 ;Non-Res-
idcnts' Association, '31. 
, : 
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RUTH 1. DUNKELBERGER 
Junior Glee Club, '28-'29; 
Senior Glee Club, '29-'31; 
Orchestra, '28-'31; Y. W. C. 
A., '28-' 31; Nu Lambda 
Sigma, Recording Secre-
tary, '31. 
R U'rH ECKHARDT 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '27-'30. 
ANNE JENNETTE DUNLAP 
Y. W. C. A. 
GORDON S. EDDY 
Psi Phi, '29_'31; Debating, 
'29; Record Staff, '29-'30; 
N . S. F. A. News Corre-
spondent, '30; Tennis, '30-
'31; Men's Glee Club, '31; 
Vice-President Students' As-
sociation, '31. 
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MARJORIE IVI. ECK[-IARDT 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Cor-
responding Secretary, '31; 
Basketball, '29-'30; Senior 
Glee Club, '30-'31; y. W. C. 
A., '29-'30; Central Council , 
'30; Section Captain , '29-
'31; Sophomore Treasurer, 
'30. 
NORMAN]' EDINGER 
Alll crhe ELMS 111 0 ,,~ 11931 ~v 
GEORGE ENTWISTLE 
ROSE WINIFRED FERRY 
JEANETTE FARBER 
Vice-President Graduating 
Class, '31; Dramatic Club , 
'29-'31; Spring Play, '29; 
Student Government Day 
Assembly, '30; Property 
Chairman D ramatic Pres-
entation, '30. 
MARION FIEDLER 
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FELI NA FAY 
MARY C. FLANAGAN 
NOll-Residents' Association, 
'29-'31. 
MARIO FONT ANA 
C LAUD E F OST ER 
Men', Clu b; French Cluo; 
Men's Glee Clu b. 
s 
PAU L C. FORD 
LORRAINE M. F RANK 
Basketball, '28; Ju nior Glee 
Club, '28-'29; Senior Glee 
Club, '29-'3 1; Record Staff, 
'30-'31; Freshman Assem-
bly Program, '29. 
LEO J OSEPH Fo ltusclJ 
Debating Club, '28-'30; 
Spring Pl ay, '29; Sum me r 
Reco'rd, '30; Ca mpus Clu b, 
'30. 
CATHERINE FRAWLEY 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'31; Glee 
C lub, '27-'29: Current 
Events Club, '30-'31. 
MINN I E F. GAETH 
RAYMOND G ILROY 
V IRGIN IA GANGLOFF-
Executive Council, '3 1; Edi-
tor Student Handbook, '3 1. 
V lI..MA GOLDE 
Delegate to Central Coun-
cil , '28-'30; Senior Ball Com-
mittee, '3 1. 
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J AMES G ILMOUR 
MARY E. GORMAN 
E THE L GRABENSTATTER 
Basketball,'28; RecordSta ff, 
'28-'3 1; Senior Glee Club, 
'29-'31 j Freshman Assem-
bly Program, '28. 
ROSE GROSS 
LMS 
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RUTH GRAM P!' 
Junior Glee Club, '29; Bas-
ketball, '30; Y. W. C. A., 
'29-'31; Gift Committee, 
'3 1. 
MA IWAltET W. GUENER 
Dramatic Club, '29; Presi-
dent Ju nior Glee Club, '29; 
Senior Glee Club, '30-'31; 
Basketball , '30; Song and 
Motto Com mittee. '3 1. 
PAUL D. GRIFFIN 
Psi Phi, '27-'31; Dramatic 
Club, '27-'28; Men's Club, 
'28,'31; Campus Club, '31. 
LESTER T. HANNAN 
Orchestra, '28-'31, Presi-
dent, '30; Band, '31; Treas-
urer Junior Class, '31; Fi-
nance Comm ittee, '31; Stu-
dent Handbook Committee, 
'3 1; Men's Club. 
HAROLD H ANSON 
MARGARET M. HA YDE N 
LMS 
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DOR IS E. HARKNESS 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '29-'30. 
AUIlREY C. HE l M 
Basketba ll , '28-'31. 
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PAUl. I·I ATCH 
HAZEL C. HESSINGER 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'3 1; Cur-
rent Events Club Secretary, 
'31. 
, 
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DOROTI-IY HIG GINS 
MARIE E 1.LEN H OD·IE 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Chap-
lain, '29; Y, W, C. A., Secre-
tary, '29; Section Ca ptain, 
'28-'30; President, Third 
Year Class, '31; ELMS Staff, 
'31; Senior Glee Club, '29-
'3 1. 
H ELENA A. HIGGINS 
Non-Residen ts' Association, 
;31. 
EDITH M. HO Li\'I ES 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'30 ; Cur-
rent Events, '28; Elect ions 
Committee, '30; Summer 
Chorus, '3~ . 
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J OS EPH HOEFLER 
KATHRYN E.- HOLZER_ 
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MARIO N C. HOPwOO D 
Record Staff, '29; Basket-
ball, '31; Picture Com mit-
tee, '31. 
E TH E L A. H U BER 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, '28-
'31, Treasurer, '3 1; Glee 
Club, ' 28-'3 1; Y. W. C. A.; 
Secretary, Sophomore Class 
'3D; Assembly Program 
Committee, '29-'30; Christ-
mas Pl ay, '29. 
HA1,E L C. H o ltA 
Dramatic Cluh, '29; Juni or 
Glee Clu b, '29; Senior Glee 
Club, '30-'3 1; Alpha Sigma 
'fau . 
H EL EN G. HUNT 
Orchestra, '28-'29; Glee 
Club, '28-'30; Basketball , 
'28. 
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URSU LA M, H ORGAN 
Central Council , '28-'29 ; 
Section Captain, '30-'3 1; 
Current Events Club, '28-
'29. 
RHEA HUNT 
RITA HUTTER 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'29, 
ROSEMOND E. JO NES 
League of "Vornen Voters, 
'30-'3 1. 
LMS 
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HELEN JOHNSTON 
Record Staff, '29-' 31. 
CHARLES E. JORDAN 
70 
MARGARET JANE JO NES 
Junior Girls' Glee Club, '29. 
VIOLA JURGEN S 
ESTHER KAHLER 
Orchestra, '28-'31. 
SAMU EL KAPLAN 
S 
BERNICE M. KAISER 
Glee Club, '28-'3 1. 
LORETTA KELLY 
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FLORENCE KAMERY 
Y. W. C. A., '27-'28. 
MARCAI{ ETfA KERSPERSKE 
Basketball, '29-'31; Glee 
Club, '29-'31,Trea,urer, '3\. 
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JA NE E. KING 
Current Events Club, '3L 
PAULINE KRUEGER 
Glee Club, '28-'29. 
MAX KIRSHNER 
GRACE LESHER 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, '28-'31. 
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FRANCES KRENNING 
Central Council Delegate, 
'29; Treasurer, Section V, 
'28; Honor Roll, '29. 
IV[ILDRED 1. LEVITAN 
Record Staff, '28-'31 ; Fresh-
man Assembly, '28. 
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MARY CHARLO'ITE LEWIS 
Non-Residents' Association , 
'29-'31, President, '31; Sum-
mer Session Social Program 
Committee, '30; Basketball, 
'30-'31. 
H ARR IETT MCCARTIN 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'31; Bas-
ketball, '28-'31; Non -Resi-
dents' Association, '29_'30; 
Assembly Prograrn Com-
111ittec, '30-'31. 
MARION LONG 
] OHN 1. MCCREADY 
Psi Phij Orchestra; Picture 
Committee; Band; Men's 
Club. 
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J ANET MACGAMWELL 
Record Staff, '30-'31 ; Jun ior 
Glee Cl ub, '28-'29; Fresh-
man Assembly, '28. 
ELINOR MAEDER 
President Current Events 
Club, '29; New Voters' 
League, '31; Current Events 
Assembly, '29; Summer 
School Program Committee, 
'28. 
ANNA M AHONEY 
Basket ball , '3 1. 
MARGARET M ALONE 
Basketball , '29-'30; Y. W. 
C. A., '30-'3 1; Central Coun-
cil, '28j Section T reasurer, 
'3 1. 
s 
W ILLIAM MA LE 
ANNE R. MANN ING 
Section Captain, '28; R id-
ing Club, '28-'29; Kinde r-
garten- Primary Pl ay, '30. 
FLORENCE l'vIALMBERG 
Glee Clu b, '29; Honor Roll, 
' 29. 
l'vII NN IE M ERRI LL 
J OSEPHINE MESI 
Current Events Club, '29-
'3 1; Sociology Club, ' 29; 
FrenchClub ,'29; Glee Club, 
Summ er, '30; Y. W. C. A. , 
'30. 
E I.I. A K AT E MULL ER 
s 
MARTHA MESSINGE R 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, '29-
'3 1; Basketb all,'30-'3 1; Sec-
tion Captain, '29-'30; Class 
D ay Com mittee, '3 1. 
EVELYN MURNEY 
Basketball, '28-'31; Current 
Events Club, '30-'3 1. 
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MARION H. M ITCH ELL 
Ki nderga rten Play, '30. 
MA RY JANE MURP HY 
I ! 
'VILLI AM MURPHY 
VIRGTNTA C. N ESSELBECK 
Alpha Sigma Tau, '29-'31, 
Secretary, '30-'3 1; Section 
Captain, '30-' 31; Basketball 
'28, '30; Color and Flower 
Comm ittee. 
LMS 
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M ILURED M. NAGLE 
ELM S Sta ff, '3 1; Kindergar-
ten Play, '30. 
VIOLET G. NOTTER 
l3asketball , '29-'3 1; Glee 
Club, '29-'31; Y. W. C. A., 
'28; Dramatic Club, '31; 
Senior Ball Com mittee. 
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ANGELA M. NAPLES 
Surnmer Social 
Committee, '30. 
Program 
MARGARET R. O'MARA 
Basketball, '29; Pi Kappa 
Sign1 a, '30-'3 1; Treasurer of 
Section, '3 1. 
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KATH LE EN E. O SU OR N R 
Slimmer Social 
Committee, '30; 
Events Clu b, '3 1. 
Program 
Current 
MARY A. PALMISANO 
l3asketba II , '28, '3 1; Cu r-
rent Events Club, '28. 
H ELE N OVERTURF 
Summer Social 
Comm ittee, '30. 
Program 
MARGARET E. PALSER 
Current Events Club, '3 1; 
Y. W. C. A., '28; Riding 
Club, ' 28. 
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CATHERI NE OW ENS 
Pi Kappa Sigma, ' 29-'31; 
Current Events Clu b, '31; 
l3asketball , '28-'29; Moving 
Day Program Committee, 
'30. 
FRIEDA A. PASCHKA 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'29; Bas-
ketb a Il , '29-' 30; Cli n en t 
Events Club, '30-'31. 
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GLADYS PETI LLON 
Glee Club. 
BE SSIE PLE SKOW 
EVE LY N 1. PETZING 
Y. W. C. A., '30. 
AO I·: I.IA M. POPLAWSKA 
French Club, Vice- Presi-
dent, '29, Presi de ll t , '30. 
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FLORE NCE]. PHILLIPS 
l3asketball, '29; Riding 
Club, '28-'29; Y. W. C. A., 
'30-'3 1; Non-Residents' As-
sociation, '30_'31. 
HELEN J. PURCELL 
French Cl ub, ' 29-'30; Bas-
ketball, '29. 
MARGARET P. RALPH 
President, Fresh man Class, 
'29; Social Program, '30; 
Basketball, '29; Senior Glee 
Club, '29-'3 1; T reasurer Ex-
ecutive Council, '31 j Senior 
Ball COnllnittee, '31; Sec-
tion Captain, '28. 
FREDA REUTER 
Glee Club, '30~'31. 
JANE C. RAMSEY 
Section Captain, '29; Bas-
ketball, '29; Vice-President 
Junior Glee Cl ub, '30; Sen-
ior Glee Clu b, '30-'31; EI.MS 
Staff, '31. 
HE NRY N. RICHARDS 
French Club, '28-'29; Dra-
matic Club President, '30; 
Men's Glee Club, '28-'31; 
Men's Cl ub , '31; Orchestra, 
'28-'3 1; Central Counci l.'28-
'29; Section Captain, '29. 
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L II.LIAN REISS 
Basketball, '28; French 
Clu b, '28. 
MAR IAN RILEY 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'31; Cur-
rent Events Club, '28; Bas-
ketball, '29; Business Man-
ager, 1931 ELMS; Cha'rman 
Senior Picture Committee, 
'31. 
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NAHOMA ROSENBLUl'.,.I 
Junior Glee Club, '28; Bas-
ketball, '28-'31. 
CHARLES SCHILLING 
Chairman, Senior Finance 
Committee, '31. 
RUTH SALLACK 
GRETCHEN SCHULZ 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'30; Soci-
ology Club, '28; Record 
Staff, '31 j Current Events 
Club, '31. 
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ELIZABETH 1. SAWYER 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'31. 
KATHERINE SECRIST 
Basketball, ' 29-'31; Base-
ball, '29; French Club, '29. 
LEONA SEMON 
Riding Club, '28-'29; Y. W. 
C. A., '30-'31; Non-Resi-
dents' Association, '30 '31. 
FRANCES S. SHETLER 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Glee Club, 
'29-'31; Basketball, '29 ; Cap 
and Gown Committee, '31. 
ANITA SENECAL 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, '29-'31, 
Recording Secretary. '30, 
Corresponding Secretary, 
'31. 
ABRAHAI .... t SIEGEL 
Record, Art Editor, '31. 
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ROMAYNE SHALLER 
Basketball, '29; Glee Club, 
'29-'31. 
RUTH E. S LACER 
Basketball, '29; Senior Glee 
Club, '30. 
CLARIBEL SLATER 
Pi Kappa Sigma, '29-'31; 
Section Captain, '29-'31; 
Glee Club, '28; Basketball, 
'28-'3 1; Freshman Day Pro-
gram, '28; Senior Finance 
Committee, '31. 
EDWARD F. SrvlITH 
RUTH L. SLOSS 
Central Council , '29; Glee 
Club, '30; Basketball, '29. 
ELEANOR lVI. SMITH 
Basketball, '28-'29; Cur-
rent Events Club, '28. 
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EDWARD L. SLY 
MARIAN W. SMLTH 
AMANDA SNELL 
HA:t,EL SNYDER 
ADA R. SNYDER 
Dramatic Club, '28-'30; Y. 
W. C. A., '28-'31; Non-Resi-
dents' Association, '28-'31; 
ELMS Business Staff, '31. 
AUCE B. STANDART 
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31. 
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DOROTHY M. SNYDER 
Basketball, '28-'31. 
MILDRED L. STARR 
Theta Sigma Upsilon ; Y.W. 
C. A., ' 28-'30; Non-Resi-
dents' Association, '28-'30, 
Vice-President, '29, Secre~ 
tary, '30. 
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MARJORIE STEARNS 
BENNETT STRULL 
HERBERT STE IN 
PAU LINE S ULLIVAN 
Y. W. C. A., '29-'3 1; Non-
Residents' Association, '30. 
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BERN I CE STRASS UERGER 
Dramatic Club, '28. 
AMALI A SUPPES 
Orchestra, '28-'31; Central 
Council. '28. 
~II CUe ELMS IlL 
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GEORG E SWANSON 
CURTIS TRACY 
K ATHRYN SWEENEY 
Sigll13 Sigma Sigma,'28-'31; 
Kindel'g<1rten Play, '30. 
CHARLE S E. TREMPER 
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J ANE T ORR ENCE 
Sigma Sigma Sigm a, '3 1. 
FLORENCE TUCKER 
Baskctball,'28; Rid ing Club, 
'28. 
I ' 
IDA URKOFSKY 
Stunt N ite, '29; Freshman 
Day, '29. 
SYLVIA WEINSTEIN 
Dramatic Clu b, '28-'29; 
Fresh man Day Program,'29; 
Basketball, '29-'31; StUllt 
Nite, '29. 
LMS 
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KATHARINE M . VANLoAN 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, '31. 
" 
FRANCES W EIS 
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HELEN WAGNER 
HELEN E. WESTCOTT 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Treasurer, 
'31 j Current Events Cl ub, 
'30-'31; Section Treasu rer, 
'30. 
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VERONICA H. W HAL EN 
Basketball, '28-'3 1; Y. W. 
C. A., '29; Riding Cl ub, '28; 
Summer Social Program 
Committee, '30; Current 
Events Club, '30-'3 1. 
HAROLD WILSON 
LOTTIE M. W IERZBOWSKt 
Basketball, '28-'30; Art 
Kraft Klub, '29-'31; French 
Club, '29. 
REGINA WJSNIEWSKA 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'30; Bas-
ketball, '28-'30; Freshman 
Assembly, '28; Su mmer So-
cial Program, '30; ELMS 
Staff, '31. 
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ETHEL M. WILSON 
Non-Residents' Association, 
'29-'31. 
MARGARET E . WOODS 
Dramatic Club, '28; Pi 
Kappa Sigma, Keeper of 
Archives, '29, Correspond-
ing Editor, '30; Current 
Events Club, '30-'3 1. 
ANGELINE ALOISIO 
I 
DORIS BROWN 
MARGARET DONAHUE 
GEORGE J. HATCH 
MARY MOSHER 
HARRY J. SALMON 
Kappa 
'31. 
Kappa Kappa, '28-
LMS 
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CARL WRIGHT 
MARION M. BEESING 
Y. W. C. A., '28-'30. 
DOROTHY L. BYRNE 
ROSE GOOOMAN 
ESTHE R HOLBROOK 
IRENE T. PECOR 
MILDRED STRUNKE 
IDA WEXLER 
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ANNE BLOOM 
jOSEPIHNE CRISP 
MARIE HALLORAN 
DE ETTE METZ 
ELSIE RUMBLE 
EILEEN SULLIVAN 
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Senior Class Song 
Our S. T. C., wher-e'er we go, 
vVe ne'er forsake your name, 
Your tower guide uS with its light 
And lead us on to fame. 
vVe'll always hear your chimes ring clear 
Through scenes, beloved anew; 
And make us strong to honor long 
Your spirit kind and true. 
All praises to our Captain, guide, 
Your goal has been attained: 
A monument, work of your hands, 
For this we sing OUf p raise. 
You labored well in our behalf, 
To build for us this home-
God give you strength to carryon 
For S. 'f. C, our own. 
-CURTIS TRACY 
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Builders 
Temples or shacks we'll build each day, 
We are the potters, the child is the clay, 
Let us be strong, let uS be true, 
Let us look up to the work we do! 
The way we laugh and the way we smile, 
Is (eally building all the while, 
Let's build with smiles, not with fears, 
Let's build with laughter, not with tears! 
Why not be potters of the soul, 
Making love our greatest goal! 
Let's teach the child to live each day, 
And "buck the .iob" when it comes his way. 
Ours a profession, true and great, 
Builders all, let's be up to date! 
Let's fit ourselves to meet the test, 
And if a builder, then the best! 
"lVly utmost for the highest," clear, 
Is our motto for the year, 
Let's take it up, and live it strong, 
Let's make Ollr lives a building song! 
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JUNIORS 
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OTTENOT ROSEBROCK Me ENENY MURPHY 
Junior Degree Officers 
MARGARET McENENY P resident 
BEAT RICE R OSE BROCK /1 ice-P.reside'lLl 
l\tI A R1E "MURPHY Secrrfary 
AL BERTA OTI'E NOT Treas urer 
92 
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Junior Degree Activities 
T " E Junior Degree Class or '30-'31 is t he largest Junior Degree Class in the history of State Teachers College. At this time, du e to an oversupply of teachers, a great many 
arc taking advan tage of securin g a Bachelor of Science degree in education or home economics. 
The first and Illost important event of the year was the Junior Prorn, held at t he Twentieth 
Century Club, December th ir~ieth . It was a t remendous success. The proceeds were given to 
Dean Reed to be used for the part ial equipment of Social Center B. 
Bu t the class was really not noticed until February twenty-fourth , when for the first time 
as a separate unit in the Intercl ass Sing, they entered, small in number, but great in enthu-
siasm. Junior Degree received second place. 
On March sixth , the members of the class met in the social center for a get-acquainted 
p.aty. This was the first time they had been together as a class, in a social group. 
T he year has been most successful. A new kind of spirit for the Junior Degree Class has 
been established, and it is hoped that those who rollow will hold up the standard set for them. 
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SOPHOMORES 
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WAGNER KEDDIE FISHER HEFFLEY 
I Sophomore Class Officers 
ALICE 1. FISHER President 
MARY KEDDIE f/ ice-President 
ETHEL WAGNER Secretary 
MARY HEFFLEY Treasurer 
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Sophomore Class Activities 
T E-IE activities of the Sophomore Class during the period '30-'31 began "vith the guiding of some three hundred Freshmen about the old college building on the day of registration, 
September ninth. We felt highly honored that we above all others, should have had the 
distinct privilege of introducing the last Freshman Class (to enter that building) to our 
beloved but f,st fading Alma Mater. 
The week of October twentieth was a busy one for all Sophomores who sought to beLittle 
their lower-classmen in a legitimate manner. Beginning on Wednesday of Freshman Week 
all Freshies were compelled to obey certain Sophomore rules, demanding that the fonner do 
such things as carrying their books in pillow cases, wearing green hair ribbons, and dispensing 
with cosmetics. This exciting week was brought to a dose with an assembly program given 
by the Sophomores who portrayed the evolution of "Pea-Green Freshmen" into "elegant" 
Sophomores. 
Almost immediately after the announcement that the Interclass Sing would be held on 
Tuesday, February twent)·-fourth, the Sophs plunged into <I period of regular rehearsals, and 
spent hours in making caps and mittens to be worn. They did want to win that Sing! I3ecause 
of the difficulties encountered in arranging rehearsals for teaching and non-t each ing sections 
they found it necessa ry to send certain girls to the variolls sections during the ten minutes 
between classes, and thus conduct rehearsals. On the momentous day, they took their 
places in the auditorium, forming an S of orange caps and orange mittens, on a background 
of black caps and orange mittens. The banner which went to them last year is now theirs for 
another year, and they hope, for another Olle after that. 
The traditional Sweater Dance held on St. Patrick's day \vas the grand finale of 
SophomOl'c activities. 
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FIlESHMEN 
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TRESCH MAN LEY RICHARDSON BREWSTER 
Freshman Class Officers 
FRANCIS RICHARDSON President 
HOWARD TRESCH f/ ice-President 
FRANCIS MANLEY Secretary 
FRANK BREWSTE R Treasu.rer 
IOO 
\ 
Freshman Class Activities 
A the school year is rapidly drawing to a c1ose~ we are forced to realize that our Freshman Days will soon be a thing of the past. Although the activities in which we have participat-
ed have Ilot been outstanding, it is to be understood that this year we are the understudies soon 
to take leading roles among the upperclassmen. VVe shall always remember the fun of Fresh-
man \Veek, the football games with the Sophs, the interclass basketball tourneys, and the 
numerouS parties \ve had. All of these will tend to make this year something more than a 
memory. Considering all the talent we possess the prospects are very brilliant for the future 
years. J list watch the Class of 1934! 
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REYNOLDS, HEFFLEY, SCHARLOCK, MANSFIELD, BEARE, FISHER 
SIMMONS, WILSO N, MARLEY, ISAACSOt..-, SLATER, KERSTEN, STEINBACH 
CARMODY, MURPHY, PAGE, MRS. NYE, DOELMAN 
Panhellenic Association 
FRANCES PAGE. 
GRACE LESHER 
LIDA DURANT 
MARIE MURPHY 
MRS. NYE 
OFFICERS 
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Ptesident 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
F Multy A dvis er 
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FRANCES PAGE 
Panhellenic Association Members 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
DOIWTHY MARLEY BEATRICE SIMMONS ORCADA SINCLAIR 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
AGNES ISAACSON IRMA CARMODY JEAN BEARE 
DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
MYRTLE MANSFIELD CANDACE DOELMAN MARY HEFFLEY 
PI DELTA THETA 
MARGARET KERSTEN LIDA DURANT ELIZABETH WEllER 
PI KAPPA SIGMA 
BERTHA REYNOLDS MARIE MURPHY HELEN STEINBACH 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK GRACE LESHER ALlCE FISHER 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
GLADYS SLATER FRANCES PAGE NORMA WILSON 
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HALL, SEALANDER, DALY 
SIMMONS, BREMS, FALKNER, POWERS, OTTENOT, DUFFY 
HALLER, BURNS, CORCORAN, MISS SMALL, GORHAM, REISS, SINCLAIR 
BURNES; JEMISON, MARLEY, GREENWOOD, PULS 
WINIFRED ALLEN 
RUTH BREMS 
MARION BURNES 
MARGARET MARY BURNS 
THELMA CORCORAN 
MARGARET DALY 
DOROTHY DUI'FY 
MADELINE FALKNER 
ALICE GORHAM 
ELEANOR GIU':ENWOOD 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
MEMB ERS 
LAURA HALL 
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LORRAINE HALLER 
GERALDINE JEMISON 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
ALBERTA OrrENOT 
MARY POWERS 
RUTH PULS 
EDITH REISS 
HARRIET SEALANOER 
BEATRICE SIMMONS 
ORCADA SINCLAIR 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
ELEANOR GREENWOOD 
MARION BURN ES 
WINIFRED ALLEN 
RUTH PULS 
GERALDINE JEMISON 
DOROTHY DUFFY 
ALBERTA OrrENOT 
MISS SMALL 
s 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
OFFICERS 
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President 
rice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Graduate Secretary 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Registrar 
Editor 
Faculty A dvis er 
I 
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PROZELLER, DIVER, FEW, ROCHE, RECH 
DE MOND, LARSON, JEWET, a'DAY, DONOVAN, EWELL, CONSTABLE 
REYNOLDS, MONK, MCNAIR, BORST, MISS HURD, MI SS CHAI'MAN, GREEN, BRI NK, BOLDT, HORA 
ZOARSKY, CARMODY, CLEGG, NESSELBECK, ISAACSON, PETERSON, BEARE, CRUICKSHANK 
EUGENIA BEARE 
DORIS BOLDT 
MARION BORST 
CATHARINE BRINK 
IRMA CARMODY 
MARY CLEGG 
DORIS CONSTABLE 
PEARL CRUICKSHANK 
RUTH DE MOND 
MARGARET DIVER 
DOROTHY DONOVAN 
CAROLYN EWELL 
KATHERINE FEW 
DOROTHY GREEN 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
MEMBERS 
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JESSIE HARDY 
HAZEL I-loRA 
ACNES ISAACSON 
EDNA JEWET 
ALICE LARSON 
LORRAINE MONK 
ANNETTA McNAIR 
VIRGINIA NESSELBECK 
EILEEN O'DAY 
ELSIE PETERSON 
RUTH REeH 
HELEN SUE REYNOLDS 
VIRGINIA ROCHE 
MAE ZDARSKY 
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AGNES ISAACSON 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
OFFICERS 
ACNES ISAACSON President 
J ESSIE HARDY • Vice-President 
VIRGINIA N ESSELBECK Recording Secretary 
MARY CLEGG C01-responding Secretary 
ELSIE PETt:n.SON Treasurer 
MAE ZDARSKY . Historian 
PEARL CRUICKSHANK . Custodian 
MISS CHAPMAN . Faculty Adviser 
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HOLME, STORMS, HOTH,STRIKER 
PLANT, KEDDIE, GENTNER, DOELMAN, HEFFLEY 
MORGAN, MILLER, GRA.VES, COWELL, UPSON, BUDDENHAGEN, HOLSTEIN, CO URTNEY 
SPEARS, ALLAN, ECKHARDT, MANSFIELD, MESSINGER, HUBER, MOULTON 
ADALINE ALLAN 
RUTH BUDDENHAGEN 
JOSEPHINE COLBY 
GRACE COURTNEY 
NO RMA COWELL 
CANDACE DOEUvIAN 
IVIARJORIE ECKHARDT 
MARGARET GENTNER 
HELEN GRAVES 
MARY HEFFLEY 
MARIE HOLME 
HELEN HOLSTEIN 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
MEMBERS 
R UTH HOTH 
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ETHEL HUBER 
MARY KEDDIE 
MYRTLE MANSV] ELI) 
MARTHA MESSINGER 
ELSIE MILLER 
BETTY lVIORGAN 
JEAN MOULTON 
MARY PLANT 
JEAN SPEARS 
EDNA STORMS 
PAULINE STRIKER 
DOROTHY UPSON 
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i\"]YRTLE MANSFIELD 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
OFFICERS 
MYRTLE MANSFIELD President 
JOSEPHINE COLJ3Y f/ ice-President 
ETHEL HUBER TreasureT 
MARTHA MESSINGER Recording Secretary 
MARJORIE EC KHARDT Con:esponding Secretary 
JEAN SPEARS Historian 
ADALIN E ALLAN Sergeant 
JEAN MOUI:I'ON Clwplain 
CANDACE DOELMAN Senior PanheUenic Representatiu 
M ISS HOUSTON Faculty Adviser 
III 
JANICE COLLINS 
tlDA DuRANT 
LUCILLE INGLESBEE 
MARGARET KERsorEN 
THELMA KLINE 
H ELEN MALON EY 
HELEN rVIARKMAN 
MARIAN O'BYRNE 
WALLMEYER, COLLINS, TNGLESBEE 
RAMSAY, TAUFNEH, O'BYRNE, ROTHENMEYER 
SCHMIDT, MALONEY, MRS o NYE, DURANT, KLINE 
MARKMAN, WEBER, KERSTEN, YAEGER, SCHUSTER 
Pi Delta Theta 
Ml':lVl13ERS 
JANE RAMSAY 
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RUTH ROTHENMEYER 
JANICE SCHMIDT 
DORIS SCHUSTEHo 
ELV ERA TAUFNER 
ANN W ALLM EYER 
LA URA WARD 
BETTY WEBER 
MILDRED YAEGER 
MARGARET KERSTEN 
BETTY WEllER. 
MILDRED YAEGER 
DORIS SCHUSTER 
HELEN MARKMAN 
MARION O'BYRNE 
JANICE SCHMIDT 
LIDA DuRANT 
BETTY vV EllER 
RUTH ROTHENMEYERo 
MARGARET KERSTEN 
Pi Delta Theta 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice-President 
Second F ice-President 
Treasurer 
Seooetmoy 
Registrmo 
Chaplain 
Senior Representatiz·e 
Junior Representatiz'f 
Editor 
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RENNIN G,O'MARA 
MERRIMAN, I.EVINE, RINDONE, OWENS, PILSON 
NEILL , DALEY, SLATER, MI SS Me MAllON, SWARTZ, EARI.L, rOISSET 
SHETLER, MURI'HY, STEI N llA CH , REYNOLDS , WESTCOTT, NORTON, w OODS 
MARIO N BAUMGARTE N 
E STHER BLISS 
VIRGINIA DALEY 
ALICE E ARLL 
MARGARET FOISSET 
RUTH LEVINE 
\VILHELMINE MERKLE 
BH'rrv MERRIMAN 
MARIE MURPHY 
MARY NE ILL 
E V ELYN NORTON 
MARGARET O'MARA 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
MEMBERS 
C ATHERI N E OWENS 
II-! 
ELIZABETH P I L SON 
THELMA RENNINC 
B ERTH A R EYNOLDS 
M ARY R I N DON E 
BE ATRI CE R OS EBROC K 
VIRGINIA S HERHT 
FRANCE S SHETLER 
CLARIBEL S LATER 
l-iELEN STEINBACH 
BERTI-I A SWARTZ 
HEL EN W EST COTT 
MARGA RET WOOD S 
BERTHA REYNOLDS 
HELEN ST-EINBACH 
MARION BAUMGARTEN 
MARI E MURPHY 
MARG ARET WOOD S 
EVELYN NORTON 
FRANCE S SHETL ER 
WILHELMINE MERKI.E 
MISS McMAHON 
LMS 
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HERTII A R EYNOLDS 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
OFFICERS 
11 5 
President 
Pice-Presiden t 
R ecording Secretary 
Corrnpol1ding Secretary 
Corrtsponding Editor 
Treasurer 
Press Agent 
Strgeant-at-A rms 
Faculty A d";"", 
DYKSTRA, FISHER, TORRENCE; GORMAN, WENDE 
ALVORD, BRACKETT, BLYTH, CHALMERS, RUTLAND, ROSE 
MISS ROEHSLER, BIESINGER, SCHARLOCK, GARRETT, SWEENEY 
LOUISE ALVORD 
ELEANOR BIESINGER 
RETA BLYTH 
KAROLYN Ih .. ACKETT 
BEATRICE CHA LMERS 
GERALDINE CORCORAN 
FRANCES DYKSTRA 
ALICE FISHER 
DOROTHY GARRETf 
HELEN GORMA N 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
MEMBERS 
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GRACE LESH ER 
V IRG I NIA ROSE 
CLA IRE RUTLAND 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK 
ANITA SENECAL 
KATHRYN SWEENEY 
JAN E T ORRENCE 
KATHARINE VAN LOAN 
BERNARDINE WENDE 
VIRGINIA \V'HETSTONE 
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ELEANOR SCHARLOCK. 
DOROTHY GARRETf 
ELEANOR I3 n :SINGER 
AN ITA SENECAL 
G RA CE LESHER 
KATHRYN SW EIi.NEY 
BEATRICE CHALMERS 
MISS ENGLE BRECK } 
MIss ROEHstER 
ELEA NO R SCHARLOCK 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
OFFICERS 
President 
rice-President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Keeper of Grades 
Sentinel 
Faculty Adviurs 
11 7 
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SNYDER, PAGE, KERN, l\'IRS. KIDENEY, STARR, MEAD, O'DONOGHUE 
GLASSER, SLATER, WILSON 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
MEMBERS 
DOROTHY GLASSER FRANCES PAGE 
VIRGINIA KERN GLADYS SLATER 
INA MEAD HAZEL SNYDER 
LILIANE Q'DONOGHUE MILDRED STARR 
NORMA WILSON 
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" 
GLADYS SLATER 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
OFFICERS 
GLADYS SLATER President 
DOROTHY GLASSER f/ ice-President 
VIRGINIA KERN Treasurer 
FRANCES PAGE. Senio-r RepreJentat'ivt 
NORMA \VILSON Junior Representative 
11<) 
MOULTON, CONSTABLE, DIVER 
CARMODY, DU RAN T, LEVINE, MI SS CAUDELL, DALY, STEINBACH, DOELMAN 
BLISS , MITCHELL, BUDDENHAGEN, KERSTEN 
RUTH BUDDENHAGEN 
ESTHER PARTU BLISS 
IRMA CARMODY 
DORIS CONSTABLE 
MARGARET DALY 
MARGARET DrVER 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
MEMBERS 
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LIOA Du RANT 
MARGARET KERSTEN 
RUTH LEVIN E 
EDNA MITCHELL 
JEAN MOULTON 
HELEN STEINBACH 
PAULINE STRIKER 
, 
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RUTH BUDDENHAGEN 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
OFFICERS 
RUTH BUDDENHAGEN President 
ESTHER PARTU BLISS Vice-President 
MARGARET KERSTEN Secretary 
PAULINE STRIKE R TreclJurer 
DORIS CONSTABLE Chaplain 
IRMA CARMODY Editor 
JEAN MOULTON [-{ iston:an 
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WILLIAM ANDERSON 
CLARE ARMSTRONG 
JOHN BATTAGLIA 
EVERETf BENNETT 
LESTER BURKE 
JOlIN BUTLER 
LOUIS CECIL 
JOHN CRAINE 
ARTHUR EATON 
JOHN R. EVANS 
MARro FONTANA 
ELMS # 1931 
LYNCH, EATON~ TUCHOLSKI 
BUTLER, BURKE, BENNETT, ARMSTRONG 
MANISCALCO, CRAINE, FONTANA, CECIL, MONTELONE 
EVANS, THOMAS, FRANK, HUPP, BATTAGLIA 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
MEMBERS 
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EUGENE FRANK 
GLEESON Hupp 
EDWIN KIRK 
NORRER'!' LYNCH 
SALVATORE MANISCALCO 
THOMAS MONTELONE 
HARRY SALMON 
WILLIAM SCHILL 
EARL SENGBUSH 
RALPH THOMAS 
FRED TUCHOLSKI 
~II crhe ELMS I I~ v~ # 193 1 Ydv 
EUGENE .FRANK 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
OFFICERS 
EUGENE FRANK President 
WILLIAM SCHILL Vice-President 
JOHN R. EVANS 
GLEESON H UPI' Secretary 
RALPH THOMAS. Corresponding Sec1'etary 
LOU IS CECIL Chaplain 
JOHN BATTAGLIA Sergeant-at-Arms 
ARTHUR EATON. Grand President 
EVERETT BENNETI Grand TreaJurer 
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Busr'l j SCHRIER, TELLER, EDDY 
ROBERTS , MOREY, BROWN, BAUMLER, GRIFFIN, BORKOWSK I 
SZARLAC KI , OR ENTURF, QUACKI~NUUSH, HUCKINS, PHILLIPPI , BANKS, BENNETT 
SULLIVAN, WILLIAMS, MURPHY, WILLIS, LEWIS 
H AROLD BANKS 
'VlI LLIAI'vl BECKER 
F. G ORDON BENNETT 
J OSEPH H. BORKOWSKI 
LYALL BUSH 
GORDON EDDY 
RUSSE Ll. GRAU ER 
PAUL GRIFFIN 
GEORGE HATCH 
ANTHON Y KRZYZANOWSKI 
KEITH LEWIS 
Psi Phi 
MEMBE RS 
JOH N MCCREADY 
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HAROLD MOREY 
H. GEORG E MURPHY 
DANIEL P AOLUCCI 
\VrLLlAM PIKE 
JOHN ROBERTS 
EDWARD S<':HRIER 
W. MAURICE SULLIVAN 
EDWARD SZARLACKT 
ALBERT TELLER 
PAUL WILLIAM S 
ARTH UR WIl.L1 S 
vJ\111 Cfhe ELMS IlL ~ of 1931 · JZJv 
GEO RG E MURPHY 
Psi Phi 
OFF f C ERS 
H. GEORGE M UR P HY President 
PAUL WILL IAMS V ice-President 
ARTHUR WILLIS Corresponding Secretary 
WILLI AM J. flECKER Financial Secretary 
KEITH LEWIS Treasurer 
WILLIAM PIKE Ch"plain 
EDWARD L. SZARLACKI Sa.·rgeant-at-Arms 
JOSEPH H. BORKOWSKI Editor 
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OIGANIlATIONS 
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I-OX, BORKOWSKI, WILLIS, WIEDEJI.'IAN, RAM SAY 
DALEY, SNYD ER, OTI' ENOT, STABY, NAGLE, MURPHY, ALFANO 
RALPH, RILEY, WEN])I~, RUTLAND, BURNES 
BEATRI C E ROSEBROCK 
RUTH ROTHENMEYER 
ALBERTA OTl'ENOT 
DORA STABY 
VIRGINIA DALEY 
The Elms Staff 
ASSISTANTS 
Art and Photography 
PAUti NE Fox 
Lilnary 
MARIE ALFANO 
School Ntws 
Business 
ADA SNYDER 
MARIE MURPHY 
ARTHUR WILLIS 
Typist 
CHARLOT MOEHLAU 
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HOW ARL> WIEDEMAN 
MARIE HOLME 
GEORGE MANN 
JAN E RAMSA Y 
MILDRED NAGLE 
MARIAN RIL EY B ERNARDI NE WENDE 
The Elms Staff 
EDITOR IAL BOARD 
BERNARDINE ,.yENDE EditO'l'-in-Chief 
MARIAN RILEY Business Man agt1· 
D OROTHY R ALPH Art and Photography Editor 
C LAI RE RUTLAND l. itera·r), Editor 
MARION BURNES School N (ws Ed'itor 
M ISS KEMPKE Faculty Advisl!r 
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DETRI CK, FRANK, 5 1 RGEL, LYNCH, WILLI S, YORK 
DONOVAN, HENDERSON, SPE A RS, Me GAMWE LL, GOFF , SIMON, SPAUL DI NG, HOGAN 
SCHULTZ, CANADA, FOX, MAUTE, GRIFFIN, DOELMAN, JOHNSTON. GRABENSTA'ITER, FRANK, 
THOMAS, DONAHUE, DOUGLASS, STRIKE R, COPPOLA, KIR K, KIRSHNER 
GRETCHEN SCHULTZ 
MARY HOGAN 
MARY PLANT 
CAN DACE DOELMAN 
MARGARET GOFF 
JEAN SPEARS 
ETHEL ROKITA 
JEAN CANA DA 
MARJORIE GRIFFIN 
ETHEL G RABENSTATl'ER 
DOROTHY SM ITH 
THERESA PENFILI 
The Record 
ASSI STANT S 
PAULINE Fox 
V IRG I N IA ESTERHAY 
C L A RA CORRITORE 
ALICE DONOVAN 
MARGARET GRENTNER 
J ANET MACGAMWEL L 
ELIZ,ABETH MURPHY 
MARY MONOGHAN 
RUTH ROTHENMEYER 
TYPIST S 
LORRAINE F RANK 
WIONA SIMON 
VINCENZO COLLI SC HIA 
MARIE MAUTE 
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EVA M AYE R 
MARGARET GOFF 
MARJ ORIE GRIF I' I N 
M ILD RED LEVITAN 
HEL EN JOHNSTON 
JOSE PH BARKAWSH 
ARTHUR WI LLIS 
LES LIE DETRICK 
NO RB ERT LYNCH 
AUDREY HENDERSON 
THOMAS MANTELCONE 
RUTH DRENN ER 
THERESA CO PPOLA 
E, PAULI NE STRIKER 
HARRY S . DOUGLASS 
L I LLIAN DEEMER 
ARTHUR YORK 
RALPH THOMAS 
FLORA DONAHUE 
EDWIN KI RK 
EUGENE FRAN K 
AnRA H AM S IEGEL 
THERESA COPPO LA 
MAX KmSHN I':R 
J OSE PH HOEFFLER 
\ 
! 
LMS 14. 
1931 ~ 
P AU LI N E STRIKER 
The Record 
STAFF 
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Editor 
N ews Editor 
L iterary Editor 
Feature Editors 
Comment 
Sports Editor 
Sports Ass1'stanl 
Art Editor 
BusineSJ Man ager 
Circulation 
Proof Reader 
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V IRGIN IA GANGLOFF 
Student Handbook Committee 
VIRGINIA GANG LOJ'F, Cha'irman 
IRMA GROTKE 
LESTER l-l ANNAN 
VERNA lVf ARSHAl.L 
ELIZA BETH lVIURPHY 
CHA RLE S SCHILLING 
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I\'IARY HE FF L EY EUGENE FRANK 
N. S. F. A. 
T HE National Student Federation of America held its six th Annual Congress at Atlanta, Georgia , with Agnes Scott College and Geo rgia Tech as hosts, from December 29) 1930 
to January 2. 193 I. 
Two delegates from State Teachers Coll ege met with about three hund red students repre-
senting two hundred and seventy-five colleges an d un iversities throughout the co un try. 
The president of the Federation , MI'. Edward MUlTo\v, sounded the keynote o f the con-
gress as a link ing-up of emot ional enthu sias m and a hard-headed , dynamic drive toward a 
definite object. 
A new National boa rd of advisers was elected to act as liaison between students and the 
olltside world . 
Noteworth y accomplishments of the Federation during 1930 include the bringing to Ame r-
ica of fou r foreign debati ng teams; the inauguration of a Weekly News Release; and twice 
weekly broadcast s through t he cou rtesy of the Colum bia Broadcast ing System. 
An information bureau ha s been started for the purpose of sheddin g light on prob lems 
wh ich arise in various college situ at io ns. Foreign stu dent s are receiving considerat ion, and 
mu ch wor k is being done in that lin e, as well as that of student tra vel to Eu rope and other 
cont inents. 
Problems of world-wid e interest: th e t~lrifF, proh ibit ion, and unemployment constituted th e 
three main issues of the sixth annlla l Congress. 
Next year "State" plan s to be well represented at the seventh annual conference during t he 
Ch ristmas holidays at the University of Toledo. Toledo.-Oh io. 
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EDDINGER, EICENUROD, FRANK, BUSH 
HEFFLEY, WI.~ NI)E, STRIKER, BAUMGARTEN, BELLANCA 
ISAACSON , MISS THOMAS, DR. NEUMANN, DEAN REED, MR. BRADLEY, GANGLO FF, MARLEY 
EDDY, RALPH, MOULTON, SCI-iARLOCK, YORK 
Executive Council of Students' Association 
OFFICERS 
JEAN MOULTON Pruident 
GORDON EDDY Pice-President 
ARTHUR YORK S£Crt~ary 
MARGARET RALPH 'treasurer 
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JEAN MOULTON 
Executive Council of Students' Association 
FRANCES BELLANCA 
LYLE BusH 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
MARION BAUMGARTEN 
VIRGINIA GANGLOFF 
MARY HEFFLEY 
PAUl. I NE STRIKER 
BERNARDINE WENDE 
JOHN EIGENllROD 
NORMAN EDDINGER 
EVGEN E FRANK 
DEAN REEl> 
DR. NEUMANN 
COUNCIL RE-ELECTIONS 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
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ELections 
Section 
Discipline 
. N. S.P.A. 
1I andbook 
Student Assembly 
"Record" Editor 
ELMS Editor 
A. A. Pruidmt 
Scholarship Representativ( 
ACNES ISAACSON 
MR. BRADLEY 
MISS THOMAS 
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Orchestra 
LAURA LO NGAKER PreJident 
GLADYS REID Secretary-·Treasurer 
ALVIN KESLER L ibra·rian 
FLORENCE DOMI N IC A ss istdnt L ibraf1'an 
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ALlCE FISH ER 
LAURA LONGAKER 
AMELIA SUPPES 
J-I ENRY RICHARDS 
GLAL>YS REID 
VIRGIN IA ROTH 
EVELYN l-IARO NEY 
ADELINE KRAU SKOPF 
HELE N STEINBACH 
MARY POWERS 
MARY NEELON 
MARION O'BYRNE 
RUTH DU N KEI.BERGER 
LESTER HANNAN 
LUCILLE S ALLACK 
Piano 
VIVIAN SCHULTZ 
s 
1931 
Orchestra 
MEMBt:R S 
I/~'o'in.i 
Clarinets 
J OSEPH MUNI 
Flutes 
Cello 
French H orn 
Cornet 
J OSEPH ALlUENDUIGER 
Dru.ms 
J OHN MCCREADY 
[37 
HAROLD LINDNER 
IREN E GRfl'l'J N 
FLORENC E DOMI N IC 
MARIO N JOH NSON 
MARVIN PITTERMA N 
CARL WRIGHT 
LILLIA N N OLAN 
ESTHER KAHLER 
EDWARD SCH ULTZ 
HARRIET NUJ.I,ER 
ANTHONY TODARO 
JOYe>: DUNKELB ERGER 
MARTI N I3RO I' I'IY 
MAURICE SU l.LlVAN 
ALVIN KESLER 
T1'Ombone 
JANE SEARLE 
LMS 
1931 
Senior Girls' Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
RUTH CARMAN 
RUTH BREMS 
DORIS BECKER . 
MARGARE'ITA KERSPERSKE. 
MISS SPE IR 
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Pusidenl 
f/ ia-PT!fid~nt 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Director 
ANNA BLOOM 
PAULINE BOTTY 
MARY BRADY 
GRACE CRANE 
LEONA DAV IS 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
FLORA DONAH UE 
MARGARET FOISSET 
MARGARET GUENER 
THELMA CO RCORAN 
DORIS BECKER 
DORIS BOLDT 
HEL EN BOYLE 
RUTH BREMS 
VIRGINIA CONDON 
]OSE PHIN"E ACKERMAN 
ADA LINE ALLAN 
RUTI·I CARMAN 
RUTH DUNKELIi ERGER 
ALlCE FISHER 
MARTE HOLME 
LMS 
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Senior Girls' Glee Club 
MEMBERS 
Fi'rst Soprano 
RO SE GOODMAN 
MA 1\ Y H EFPLEY 
HAZEL" HOIlA 
ETHEL Hun ER 
B ERNICE KAISER 
MARY KEDDIE 
MARGARETTA KERSPERSKE 
RUTH LEE 
Second Soprano 
GERTRUDE CONNORS 
rVTARJORI E ECKHARDT 
LORRAINE FRANK 
ETHEL GRAUENSTATTE R 
HEL EN HOLSTEI N 
MARGARET IVANC IC 
Alto 
HELE N HUNT 
EMAN ELLA M ET'l 
VIOLET NOTTER 
Evy OTS 
MARGAR ET RALPH 
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JOS EPH INE MAGGIO 
ELIZABETH M O RGAN 
MARY O'NEIL L 
GLADYS REID 
FREDA REUTER 
MARY RUSSE LL 
E L VERA ST RACHAN 
ELIZAUET II Vl E BER 
NORMA \VILSON 
A I LEEN MORRISON 
JANE RAMSEY 
LUCILLE SALLACK 
ANNE SCHMUCKI.ER 
J ANE SEARLE S 
FRANCES SHETLER 
MARY RlNOONE 
RUTH SALLACK 
ROMAYNE SHALLER 
J HAN SPEARS 
EDInl S T. JOHN 
ETHEL ZUlIKOF'" 
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Junior Girls' Glee Club 
HORTENSE O'DELL. President ANGELA DALEY 
HELEN BONERB 
VIRGINIA AUSTlN 
HELEN BAHLER 
RITA BLYTH 
HEL EN BONERD 
GENEVIEVE BRINK 
MARIE CARTER 
VINCENZA COLICCHIA 
EiUEN COOK 
ELSIE CURTrSS 
]ANETCRO.\lWEI.I. 
RU'I"H DAGGETT 
ANGELA DALEY 
f/ ice-President RUTH DAGGETT 
MEMBERS 
JENNIE DOM ICO 
RUTH DRENNEN 
RUT H GnuHN 
ALICE GERVEN 
DOROTIlY GLASS ER 
DORIS HOLCOMB 
B E RNICE HELFER 
ROBY HYDE 
M ERlU.\1 KREASON 
DOROT HY KROG 
OI.lVE LA BUE 
FLORENCE LEVENDOSKI 
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AI L ENE MARVIN 
MARIE 1\ .. IAS1' 
EL IZABETH !VICCI.ATCHY 
DOROTHY MA YO 
FRANCES MORAN 
FREDA MEYER 
LOIS MILLER 
l'VIAR]ORIE MOR ELAND 
DOROTHY NIXON 
I-[ORTENSE O'DEL L 
ELSA)EAN PANKOW 
VIRGINIA PARR 
Treasurer 
Secretar), 
RUTH PHILLIPS 
GERALDINE ROWL EY 
MAR1AN RICKARD 
HAZEl. SCHCESCHLER 
FRANCES SCIBETTA 
WINONA SIMON 
ELSIE SLATER 
BERNICE STORMS 
VIRGIN IA SMITH 
STEPHONIA ZA]ACZEK 
BERTHA SWARTZ 
S 
STUMPF, LEWIS, KOCH 
WILSON, EDDY, MURPHY, BROPHY, PAXSON, KOENIG 
ORENTURF, KERCHENHAUM, RESTORFF, FOSTER, LINDNER, DIETR[CH, BALDWI N 
GIANBELLVEU, DOBBINS, MILLER, RUSSELL, SHANKER, BITTERMAN, THORPE, PAITI 
HUTCHINSON, SULLIVAN, CRAINE, MANLEY, MANISCALCO 
JOHN CRAINE 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
SALVATORE rvIANISCALCO 
M. BITTERMAN 
JOHN CRAINE 
LESL I E DETRICK 
DONALD DOBBINS 
HOWARD GEORGE 
SAMUEL HANDLER 
WESLEY HUTCHINSON 
JOSEPH KERCHENBAUM 
Men's Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
FRED KOCH 
GEORGE KOENIG 
HAROLD LINDNER 
SALVATORE l\.fANISCALCO 
FRANCI S MANLEY 
\VILLIAM MARTIN 
ELMER MII.LER 
H. GEORGE MURPHY 
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President 
f/ ice-President 
Secretary and Treasurer 
JOSEPH PATTI 
EDWARD PAXSON 
IRVING RESTORFF 
LEONARD RUSSELL 
HARRY S IMONTON 
HERBERT STUMPF 
ALBERT THORPE 
FRANCI S \VIERZBOWSK I 
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RUSSELL, IlESTORFF, MANLEY, BALDWIN, MILLER 
RICHARDS, FARBER, MURPHY, GARN ISH, BOLTON, METS, PATTI 
LYNCH, DAGGETT, CHISLEY, BRANDT, NIXON, BURGESS, DAVIS, LONGAKER 
BIANDELLO, WAGNER, COATS, nOTry, FRIED, KOCH, MISS GOOSSEN 
Dramatic Club 
OFF1Ct:RS 
PAULINE BOTTY President 
FRED KOCH f/ ia-Pr(J ident 
N ELSON BIONDOLILLO Tteas'Ure-r 
LAWRENCE BUTLER Corresponding Secretary 
DAVID COOTS Recording SeCTetary 
SARAH FREED Publicity Agent 
ETHEL WAGNER Sargeant-at-Arms 
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S 
LONG, COOK, BlUNK 
SIMSON, LOREE, MILLER, HALL , HOUSTON, BRACKE'n 
AUSTIN,. CARMICHAEL, OSTREJNSKI, LEINS, KOREY, HOGAN, P ERRY 
WIERZBOWSKI, RENNING, WOJTOWICZ, FOX, NETDERI'RUEM, REYNOLDS, RILEY 
P AULINE Fox 
THELMA RENN I NG 
IRE NE WOJTOWICZ 
MARY REYNOLDS 
MARION NE ID ERPRUEM 
NEVA AUSTIN 
CONSTANCE BAECHER 
1. BORKOWSKI 
KAROLYN BRACKETT 
GENE BRINK 
RUTH CARMICHAEL 
Art Kraft Klub 
OFFICERS 
MEMBt:RS 
KATH ER I NE H A 1.T, 
MARY HOGAN 
EDITH KELVER 
AGNES KOREY 
RUTH LEINS 
MARION LONG 
GERALDINE LOREE 
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President 
f/ ice-President 
Secretary 
Corresponding Secretaty 
T reaJ1t1'er 
HARRIET MILLER 
HELEN OSTltEJNSKI 
DOROTHY RILEY 
FRANCES STROOD 
HOWARD \VEIDEMANN 
HELE N WORCESTER 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
THELMA CORCORAN 
JEAN SPEARS 
ORCADA SINCLAIR 
MISS TURNE R 
.~ __ LMS 
1931 
Y. W. C. A. 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
MISS DuP"E 
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PrtJident 
f/ ice-PreJidcnt 
'i'reaJtlrcr 
Secretary 
MISS THOMAS 
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CANDACE DOELMAN 
Y. W. C. A. 
CABINET 
.. JENORA BENTLEY Program 
DORIS BOLDT lv/nnbership 
THELMA RENNING Publicity 
RUTH BUDDENHAGEN. Finance 
ALICE KINNE Wodd Fellows hip 
RUTH DUNKELBERGER Religiolt! Education 
MARY RINDONE Song Book 
MARY PLANT "Record" Reporter 
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GRAVES, CRACKEN, WALDEN; HARDY, DALY, NEEDHAM 
MORGAN, ROCHE , LEV I NE, COURTNEY 
Home Economics Club 
RUTH LEVINE 
VIRGINIA ROCHE 
BETTY MORGAN 
GRACE COURTNEY 
MIss KEEVER 
JESSIE HARDY 
ALICE LARSON 
MARGARET DALY 
N ELLIE WALDEN 
OFFICERS 
CABI NET 
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PreJident 
Jlict-Prtsident 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Faculty Adviser 
DOROTHY UPSON 
HELEN GRAVES 
LOUI SEMACCRACKEN 
JA NET NEEDHAM 
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Nu Lambda Sigma 
OFFICERS 
COLETIE SHEEDY 
GERAl.D I NE RANKIN.~ 
MARGARET BUNCE 
RUTH DUNKELBERGER 
MILDRED YAEGER 
WINIFRED ALLEN 
ETHEL BLEY 
MARGARET B UNCE 
JOSEPHINE COLBY 
RUTH DUNKELUERGER 
LILLIAN DEEMER 
CANDACE Do ELMAN 
RUTH ECKHARDT 
VIRGINIA GANGLOFF 
EVELYN HARONEY 
MEMBERS 
Prn idenl 
f/ ice-President 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
'L-IELMA HECK 
RUTH HonI 
ACNES ISAACSON 
MARY KEL)])II': 
EVELYN NORTON 
GERALDINE RANKINS 
COLETTE S I-IE EDY 
JEAN SPEARS 
ANN W A LLMEYER 
MILDRED YAEGER 
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Non -Residents' Association 
OFFICERS 
LILLIAN Q'DONOGHUE 
MARY LEWIS 
MILDRED STARR 
RUTH HEELAS 
ADELrNE STEELE 
GRACE HE\VITT 
EDITH ST. JOHN 
INA MEAD 
LILLIAN GREER_ 
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
I . 
1 .. 8 
P resident 
Viet-President 
Stc1"etary 
Treasurer 
. 11 01nt Economics 
Sophomo-re 
jU'lti01' Degrf!f! 
Senior 
LMS 
1931 
Current Events Club 
ELINOR MAED ER 
ALFREDA PUG ELL 
HAZEL HESS ING E R 
GERTRUDE GAV I N 
DR. CRANSTON 
GRACE BALDWIN 
FLORENCE BARNACK 
FRANCES CISZEK 
CLARA CORRITORE 
RAI'FAE DE ANGELI S 
ALICE DEI-lEeK 
ACNES EAGON 
HAZEL ELl.ER 
CATHERINE FRAWLEY 
GERTRUDE GAVIN 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
MAR GARET WOODS 
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Puside1L( 
Vice-President 
Setretat·y 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Faculty Adviser 
L ILLI AN GREAR 
ROSE GROSS 
HAZEL HESSI NGER 
MARJORIE HOGU E 
MARGARET LAB I".' 
ELINOR lVI AEDER 
EVELYN MURNEY 
ANNE O'MALLEY 
A LFREDA PUGELL 
VERONICA WHALE N 
ATHLETICS 
I 
JOHN EIGENBROD 
ALICE EARLL 
MISS HOUSTON 
MR. GRABAU 
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MR. GRABAU EIGENBROD 
MISS HOUSTON EARLL 
Athletic Association 
President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
I 
l Faculty Advisers 
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MANN SIMONTON 
The Athletic Association 
SINCE its inception morc than a decade ago, the Athletic Association has guided and man-aged the sports prognHTI of the State Teachers College. During that period, it has success-
fully carried out the established program, while, at the Same time, it has been -instrumental in 
the introduction of several new forms of athletic endeavor. 
Membership in this organization becomes automatic when the Blanket tax is paid at the 
opening of each semester. Thus all regularly registered students are eligible to participate in 
sports and to attend all home games of the school teams. 
Almost all of the authority of this body is vested in a Board of Control, consisting of a 
President and Secretary-Treasurer, each of whom is elected from the student body at large; 
and two members of the Faculty~one having direct connection with women's athletics and 
one responsible for the men's activities. This group, meeting whenever there is direct neces-
sity, decides on the policies to be followed in all intercollegiate contests in which State is a 
participant, on the eligibility of team members and on matters affecting the entire athletic 
situation in general. 
It also has jurisdiction in the awarding of letters, emblems and insignia as rewards for 
services rendered. 
- JOHN H. EIGENBROD 
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SANFORD, BATfAGLIA, llRABAU, RUSSELL, KETCHAM 
YORK, SCHILL, CLUGSTON 
Basketball S 1930-1931 
KENNETH CLUGSTON 
ARTHUR YORK 
WESLEY KETCHAM 
DAVID SANFORD 
WILLIAM SCHILL 
WILLIAM PIKE 
MAX SAMUELS 
DANIEL PAOLUICCI 
SUBSTITUTES 
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Forward 
Forward 
Guard 
Guard 
Center 
Center 
Forward 
Forward 
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BA'rrAGLIA 
MR. GRABAU 
WILLIAM SCHILL 
JOHN BATTAGLIA 
LEONARD RUSSELL 
December 5 
December 13 
December 17 
December 20 
January 10 
January 14 
January 16 
February 13 
February 20 
february 21 
February 25 
February 27 
SCHILL RUSSELL 
Varsity Basketball, 1930-1931 
Coach 
Captain 
Managers 
SCHEDULE 
State 19 University of Buffalo 54 
State 26 Canisius 32 
State 27 Niagara 43 
State 33 Alumni 29 
State 17 Brockport 24 
State 35 Fredonia 19 
State 19 Geneseo 23 
State 20 Brockport 31 
State 24 Mechanics Institute 38 
State 47 Geneseo 29 
State 24 Fredonia 57 
State 25 Canisius 54 
Total 316 433 
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Varsity Basketball 
T HE basketball quintet wearing the orange and black of State h ave always been regarded in the highest light by its opposing teams. Intense interest and catchy enthus iasm have 
been manifested this year in our hardwood cou rt contests by the team, the students, and 
ardent sport devotees of the locality. 
Approximately fifty willing candidates for positions on the team answered Coach Grabau's 
signal for the resumption of winter's favorite indoor sport. Among these were three lettermen, 
Schill, Clugston, and York, the almost intact reserve team of the past season, and a large 
number of freshmen. With this excellent material, a good season was ant icipated. 
After many long weeks of practice, the team played its opening game with U.B. at the 
Elmwood Music Hall. There were the usual deficiencies of opening games. Coach Grabau 
experimented w~th several substitutes but he soon decided upon the following line up; Pike 
at center, York and Schi ll as forwards , and Clugston and Ketcham as guards. However, 
State was outclassed and lost to the strong University team. 
Then followed many thorough practices for the Canisius game. Again the Orange and 
Black lost, but tJ1is time by a slim margin of points in one of the most hotly contested games 
ever staged in Cani,sius Gym. 
Finally the Varsity came into its own when it defeated the Alumni by a score of 33-29. 
Harry Abate led the Alumni score with ten points, while Clugston and Schill ran away with 
the honors of the Varsity with four baskets apiece. This was the last game played in the old 
gyrt:' and closed the school's athleti c activities forever in the old college on Norm al Avenue. 
Soon after this the team journeyed to Brockport where they lost another close game with 
a Score of 24-17. This game was one of those rough and tumble affairs with plenty of hard 
play. Many of the reserve men broke into print. 
Next came the climax of the season, the first game in the new gym. Refore a huge crowd, 
State Teachers came to the frollt when it defeated Fredonia Normal 35-19. At this game an 
entirely new line up was used by State. Schill was shifted to center with York and Clugston as 
forwards, and two freshmen, Sanford and Ketcham as guards. Ketcham and Clugston starred, 
each making a total of eleven points. The team showed a vast improvement ill form and a 
powerful passing attack. 
A few days later State played host to Genesco's Five. After getting a comfortable lead the 
team relaxed and lost in a close contest of23 to 39, when the Normal Boys made a last minute 
scoring. Friday, February thirteenth, was an unlucky day for State Teacher's Courtrnen 
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when they were defeated by Brockport Normal 31 to 20 in a loosely played game in our new 
gym. It later developed into what might be called a foul ·shooting contest. Many players 
went to the showers via the personal foul route. 
On Friday, February 20, State played a spectacular game with Mechanics Institute of 
Rochester. State boys once more showed their excellent passing attack, but they were out-
classed by Mechanics, and lost by a score of 38-24. 
The next night, State met Geneseo Normal for a second time and this time defeated them 
with a score of 47-29. It was a sensational battle, showing a brilliant display of passwork and 
accurate shooting. 
Wednesday, February 25, the State team and a strong body of students went to Fredonia 
to compete once more with the N ormal boys. This time they had high hopes of winning, 
but after a well matched half, the State boys gave out and lost by a large margin. Schill was 
the only one to star. 
The final game of the se<lson was played with Canisius on our gymnasium floor. The team 
as a whole played very well, but from the beginning it was a losing game . Canisius doubled 
the score. 
Varsity basketball this year has been quite unimpressive. The latter games have been 
losing ones, but the playing has been marked by a hard drive at true sportsmanship. All this 
year's players will return next year, and new material has been uncovered which may prove 
valuable. Everything points now toward a brighter and more successful season next year. 
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MR. GRAB.\U 
PALOUCCI 
GOLD 
SAMUELS 
PAOLUCCI 
TRESCH 
SMITH 
PAXSON 
PECKHAM 
KIRK 
SCHRIER 
s 
PIKE, KIRK 
SMITH, PECKHAM, TRESCH; SC HRI ER, PAXSON, HUPP 
PAOLUCCI, GOLD, SAMUfLS 
Reserve Basketball, 1930-1931 
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Coach 
Captain 
Manager 
Forward 
Forwa"d 
Forward 
Forward 
Guard 
Gua~d 
Center 
Center 
Reserve Schedule, 1930-1931 
December 5 Reserves 13 U. B. Frosh 38 
December 13 Reserves 8 Canisius F rosh 23 
J anuary 14 Reserves 15 Fredonia Reserves 23 
February 13 Reserves 18 Lafayette Community. 12 
February 16 Reserves 29 Nichols 41 
February 19 Reserves 11 Niagara U . Frosh 40 
February 25 Reserves 13 F redonia Reserves 14 
Ffbruary 27 Reserves 12 Canisius Frosh 24 
Reserve Basketball Season, 1930-1931 
T HE Reserve Basketball Team has been practicing all year with the Varsity Team and offering keen com petition against which to match its mettle. 
Although the tea m has not won every game it has played it has gone into the games with 
true sportsmanship and a sense of fair play. 
T he Reserves have met such teams as U. B. Reserves, Niagara Frosh, Nichols and Fredonia 
R~seryes. T'his year's Reserve Team is in pa rt the Varsity Team of next year. 
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Baseball, 1930 
T HE Orange and Black baseball team won three games out of SlX in the 1930 season. A triumph over OUf keenest rivals, Fredonia, stands Ollt as the major accomplishment of the 
team. A double loss was sustained by the team at the hands of Niagara. 
The two game series with 13l'ockport was an even split. The State players defeated Brock-
port at home. When they journeyed to Brockport the decision was reversed. 
The final game of the season with Geneseo Normal was won by State, 
Coach Eddie Mumenthaller, regardless of the short time he had before the opening of the 
season, whipped the squad into excellent shape. All the team practice took place at the Front. 
The men who WOIl the coveted HS" were Schill , Hatch, Paolu cci, Young, Sharrow, Roberts, 
McDaniels, Fontana, Auchmoody, Homick, Bates (Capt.), Brown, Berg (M anager). 
Practice will soon sta rt for the present season and will prohably be held on the campus and 
later on the Delawa re Park diamonds. It is planned to have a diamond laid out on the cam-
pus. With five regulars back all indications point to an excellent season. Scheduled games arc 
to be played with Niagara, Brockport, Geneseo and Fredonia, 
"On to Victory" 
Tennis, 1930 
D UE to the lirnited t~mc bef?l'.e examinations th ~ tennis team played only four n;atches last seasonj two with Ca ll1sllls College, one with De Veaux Faculty and one with our 
own faculty. Both matches with Canisius ,vere lost. The next match wit h the faculty of De 
Veaux also found t he Orange an d Black netmen on the short en d of a close score of 13-2. 
In the final set of games for the season the tennis-team defeated the State '-reachers Faculty 
4-1. Mr. Grabau was the only faculty member to triumph over his-opponent. 
The players who received their "S" were: 
1st singles 
2nd singles 
3rd singles 
1st doubles 
2nd doubles 
BERT MILLER 
HAROLD BANKS 
EARL SENcnusCH 
HAllOLt> BANKS AND EARL SENGBUSCH 
DEWEY CALLAN ANI) RVALY BASHFORD 
Coach Grabau has announced that an elimina tion contest will be held to determine the 
members of this year's team. 
This season's schedule will consist of matches with Niagara University, Canisius College, 
Geneseo Normal and De Veaux Faculty. Practice will probably take place on the clay courts 
at Delaware Park. The possibility of tennis courtS being erected on t he campus an d the 
nearness to the courtS at the park should help to stimulate interest in the game. 
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Girls' Athletics 
BASKETHALI. is the major Sport in which the girls in S. T. C. take an active part. However, ba,sketball this year has not taken so definite a trend as formerly, because of the long 
Christmas vacation and the man y complications of moving. 
The interclass basketball tournament will be onc fea ture of this year 's program. Class 
practices are taking place at definite times. One of the strongest teams to be dealt with is the 
Sophomore Home Economics team, which incidentally was the Freshman Championship 
group in 1930. 
The climax of the girl's basketball season will be the selection of the two major teams, the 
Orange and the Black. 
Baseball and tennis are the other two prominent sports in the year's schedu le. This yea r 
baseball and tennis practice are to be provided for by means of indoor courts and diamonds 
in the gymnasium. Out of doors tennis is to be carried on through use of the Illunicip,:d courts 
in Delaware Park. 
Swimming and archery are the outstanding sports on the new program for girls. The new 
swimming pool will afford great opportunity for our girls to develop into expert swimmers. 
The classes to be organized are to be not on ly for advanced swimmers but for beginners as 
well. 
Archery is to be instituted in our program as a maj or sport. It is a type of sport which is 
gaining in popularity and will have wide appeal for a great many girls. 
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HELEN BURNS 
JOSEPHINE CRISP 
MARIE HALLORAN 
AUDREY HElM 
MARION HOPWOOD 
EDNA JEROME 
HELEN JOHNSTON 
BERNICE KAISER 
MARY LEWIS 
KENNEY, MOULTON, MANSFIELD, STABY 
ZIEMAN, RALPH 
Senior 
Junior 
JOSEPHINE MAGGIO 
HARRIET MCCARTIN 
MARGARET ]\,tlcENENY 
MARY MOSHER 
EVELYN MURNEY 
ELIZABETH MURPHY 
MARY PALMISANO 
FLORENCE PHILLIPS 
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FRANCES ROON EY 
NAHOMA ROSENBLUM 
KATHERINE SECRIST 
ETHEL SIMMON DB 
CLARJBEL SLATER 
DOROTHY SNYDER 
SYLVIA "VEINSTEIN 
LOTTIE VVIERZBOWSKA 
REGINA WISNIEWSKA 
• 
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PATOUILLET, NEVILLE, SMITH, MONAGHAN, GENTER, M II.LER 
EWELL, DE MOND, ROTH, HENDERSON, TARBROKE 
Sophomore 
Freshmen 
SLATER, DAMICO, ROTH, KUMPF, -SCHROOR, HOWARD, O'NEILL, LILLIS, DAGGETT 
MORAN,SCHUBERT, HOARE, SENGER, BARR, NIXON, THIEROFF, KROG,MORRISON, LATT,MELOON 
BARTLETT, MC CRACKEN, WATERMAN, NEEDHAM, ADAMS, BOOTH, LARSON, HOLCOMBE, FAHEY 
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Calendar, 1930-1931 
SEPTEMBER 
SEPTEr .... IBER 9 Registration 
OCTOBER 
20 Glee Club Rummage Sale 
26 Glee Club Candy Sale 
Alpha Sigma Tau Jungle Dance 
29 Non-Residents' Reception 
3 
7 
9 
10 
14 
16 
21 
22 
23 
24 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
Home Economics Club White Elephant Sale 
OCTOBER 
Utica Jubilee Singers 
Tom Skeyhilliectured in Assembly on Napoleon 
Home Economics Party for Freshmen 
Student Forum lVIeet ing 
Glee Cluh sang in New York 
Student Control-Teachers' Conference at Syracuse 
Nu Lambda Sigma Candy Sale 
Captain Kilroy Harris in Assembly 
Pi Kappa Sigma Candy Sale 
Nu Lambda Sigma Tea 
Faculty Reception for Freshmen 
Fre3hmen Assembly Program 
Home Economics Club Song Dance 
Grammar 1 (second year) Party 
Psi Phi Supper 
N on-Residents' Association Party 
Home Economics Junior Party for Freshmen 
Charles Gorst, "The Bird Man H in Assembly 
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NOVEMBER 
6 Phi Upsilon Omicron Variety Sale 
7 Kappa Kappa Kappa "Ship Ahoy" Dance 
9 'rhird Year Kindergarten- Primary I Party at Miss Sprague's home 
10 Banner Sale 
12 Second Year Gr; mmar I Candy Sale 
Grammar II Party 
13 Second Year Intermediate Party 
14 John Langdon Davies spoke on American Education 
17 Panhellenic Tea 
Pan hellenic Candy Sale 
21 Delta Sigma Epsilon Dream Dance 
25 Alpha Sigma Tau Candy Sale 
Non-Residents' Party 
Dramatic Club Presentation and Dance 
26 Thanksgiving Recess began at n0011 
DECEMBER 
DI;:CEMBER 1 College reopened after Th.mksgiving Recess 
5 Glee Club Pep Dance 
Basketball- State vs. U. B. 
6 Y. W. C. A. Party 
9 Delta Sigma Epsilon "What Not" Sale 
Men's Club Supper 
12 Alpha Sigma Alpha nell Hop 
Y. W. C. A. Skating Party 
15 Pan hellenic Supper 
18 Sigma Sigma Sigma Holly Sale 
J-Jome Economics Club Xmas Party 
Christmas Recess began 
30 Junior Prom at Twentie th Century Club 
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MARLEY, FONTANA, FORD, GOLDE 
EIGENIHl..OD, BELLANCA 
Senior Ball at the Consistory 
April 17,1931 
COMMITTEE 
FRANCES BELLANCA 
JOHN EIGENBROD 
MARIO FONT AN A 
PAUL FORD 
Chairman 
Assistant Chairman 
Finance 
Publicity 
VILMA GOLDE. 
DOROTHY MARLEY. 
MARGARET RALPH 
PAULINE STRIKER 
Patrons and Patronesses 
Place 
Favors 
Orchestra 
PATRONS AN D PATRONESSES 
DR. AND MRS. ROCKWELL MISS ALLEN 
DEAN REED 
EDWARD H, BUTLER 
JOHN M. SATTERFIELD 
A, GLENN I BARTHOLOMEW 
WILLIAM WARREN SMITH 
MRS. STEPHEN M. CLEM ENT 
WALTER PLATTE COOKE 
THOMAS B. LOCKWOOD 
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MISS BACON 
MR, AND MRS , BRADLEY 
MISS CAUDELL 
MIL AND MRS, CLEMENT 
DR, AND MRS. MESSNER 
DR, AND MRS. NEUMANN 
MR. AND MRS. PERKINS 
MR. AND MRS. ROOT 
\ 
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MURPHY, WENDE, ROSEBROCK, SCHARLOCK, SPEARS 
BAUMGARTEN, YORK, GARRETT 
ARTHUR YORK 
MARION BAUMGARTEN 
DOROTHY GARRETT 
BEATRICE ROSEBROCK 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK. 
MARIE MURPHY 
JEAN SPEARS 
BERNARDINE "VENDE 
DR. AND MRS. ROCKWELL 
DEAN REED 
MISS BACON 
Junior Prom 
COMMITTEE 
PATRONS AND PATRONESSES 
MR, AND MRS, STEEL 
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General Chairman 
Orchestra 
Place and Chaperons 
Finance 
Programs 
Favors 
Tickets 
Publicity 
MR. FONTANA 
MRS. GEMMILL 
DR. AND MRs. IVlJ.:ssN ER 
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HUPP, THOMAS, KIRK, LYNCH, EVANS 
I SAACSON, CARMAN, PAXSON, MARLEY, STABY 
Housewarming Dance 
COMM UTE[ 
EDWAIW PAXSON 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
R UTH CARMAN 
AGN li S I SAAC SON 
ALBERTA OTTENOT 
DORA S T A HY 
E DWIN KIRK 
Chairman ill oving Day 
Chairman Dancc 
GLEE SON Hupp 
N ORB ERT LYNC H 
GLADYS SLATER 
JOHN EVANS 
PATRONS AND PATRONESSES 
DR. AND MRS. ROCKWELL 
DEAN REED 
MISS BACON 
MIss ALLEN 
MISS CAUDELL 
MISS HOUSTO N 
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MISS SALaM 
MISS ROACH 
MR. AND MRS. STEEL 
MR. AND MRS. RO OT 
MR. AND MR S. GRABAU 
MR. AND MRS. PERKI NS 
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Committees for Graduation 
RING AND PIN 
GEOlWE SWANSON 
JANE RAMSAY 
PAULI N E STRIKER 
DOROTHY MARLEY 
RUTH BUDDENHAG EN 
MARJORIE ECKHARDT 
JOHN MCCREADY 
MAY ZDARSKY 
JESSIE HARDY, Chairman 
GLADYS SLATER 
SENIOR BALL 
FRA NCES BELLANCA, Chairman 
FINANCE 
CHARL ES SC HILLI NG , Chairman 
RAL PH THEOBALD 
PICTURE 
MARIAN RILEY, Chairman 
DORA STABY 
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DOROTHY ALLGRIM 
RUTH CARMAN 
MARIO FONTANA 
MARGARET RALPH 
CLARIB EL S LATER 
LESTI~ I< HAN NAN 
KATHRYN SWEENEY 
MARION HOPWOOD 
I 
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GRACE KLINE 
IRMA CARMODY 
ESTHER HALBROOK 
FRANCES S H ETLE R 
Class Day 
PAULI N E BcYI'Tv, Chairman 
MARY RINDONE 
CAP AND GOWN 
E LVERA STRACHAN, Chairman 
INVITATION 
DOROTHY RALPH 
IVIARTHA MESSINGER 
DORIS CONSTABLE 
HERBERT STEI N 
MARGARET MARY BURN.S, ChaiTnlatt 
WILLIAM JACKSON 
RUTH GRAM I' P 
WINIFRED ALU:N 
JO SEPH INE ACKERMA N 
GIFT 
ALI CE LARSON, Chairman 
FLOWER AND COLOR 
ETHEL HUBER, Chairman 
VIRGINIA NESSELBECK 
SONG AND MOTTO 
HOWARD WRIGHT, Chairman 
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KATHERINE FEW 
RUTH REel 1 
MARGAR ET GUENF.R 
RUTH BREM S 
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ADVERTISEMENTS 
, I 
J 
THE ACHIEVEMENT 
OF AN IDEAL 
+ + + 
A YEARBOOK is more than 
a series of printed pages bound into a cover. It is the result of 
hours .:of anxious thought and patient, persistent cifof[. The 
staff of THE ELMS have accepted a real responsibi lity , and 
under the leadership of the Editor, Miss Bernardine Wende, 
and the Business Manager. Miss Marian Riley, they h ave pro-
duced a book of which rhey may well be proud. We feel sure 
that you who turn these pages and re-live the events of the 
year just concluded, will join us in congratulating them. 
lP In Ollr humble capacity as pub-
lishers, it has been a privilege to be associated with the pro-
duction of this book. Perhaps we have in a small way caught 
some of the enthusiasm displayed by the staff i (self, for in our 
hands the production of a yearbook becomes a very per-
sonal matter. 
• We are jusd y proud of the con-
fidence placed in our abil ity to produce a book in keeping 
with the ideals of the staff and school which sponsor it. We 
earnestly hope that this feeling of confidence will persist , and 
that it will be our privilege ~o place the facilities of our 01'-
ganization at the service ofthe yearbook staff ofStatcTeachers' 
College at Buffalo through successive years. 
BAKER-JONES-HAUSAUER, INC. 
45-51 CARROLL ST.,BUFFALO,N.Y. 
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Where Shopping Is As Profitable 
As It Is Pleasant • • . . . . . 
Cl STUDENTS and TEACHERS seem to have an especial fondness for Adam, Nleld rulTI & Anderso n Co., j udgin g from the great number 
who enjoy charge accounts here ... the many who bank in 
the Adam, M eldrum & Anderson State Bank ... the many who 
shop here regularly. 
The Reasons: Well , where else wi ll you find sllch a combi-
nation of style, qual ity, dependability, fa ir pri cing an d conve-
niences? .. so many shopping p rivileges? . .. such a friend ly 
spirit ? . . . so mu ch helpful service? 
Adam,Meldrum~Anderson Co 
"8UFFI/T.O'S GREATEST STORE" 
TYPEWRITERS 
All Makes 
.~. 
A typewriter will serve all your 
needs through preparation 
and the years ahead 
Special rental rates to students 
Buffalo Typewriter 
Exchange 
128 FRANKLlN STREET 
Established 1900 Photle, Wash. 3489 
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Compliments of 
Continental Wonder 
Bakeries Co. 
l l ) FOUGERON STREET 
Bakers of SLO- BAKED WOND ER 
BREA D, Sliced and U nsliced, and 
HOSTESS CAKES 
R. C. ROBERTS 
Hardware 
PAINTS - OTLS - VARNlSI-1 - CUTLERY 
410 CONNECTI CUT STREET 
T upper 72 18 
GERHARD LANG 
MEATS &i'PROVISIONS 
----------~[ [NC.J~-----------
The Home of 
Pure Foods 
Hotel, Steamship, R esta uran t 
and In stitutio n Su pplies 
• 
461-463 ELLICOTT STREET 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
T HE WE STBROOK 
DELAWARE AV"ENUE AT NORTH STREET 
BUFFALO, N . Y. 
.. It has been a privilege and 
a pleasure to cater to the 
students of State Teachers' 
College ..... Your p H ronage 
will be grea tl y appreci ated. 
BrUlkjasLJ L ltnc/uotlS 
Telephone. Tupp ... r 9100 
STUDIO 
9ho/~raph.s 
DiIUl(1'J 
Official Photographers for your 
1931 ELMS 
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H. D. TAYLOR CO. 
WHOLESALE 
MERCHANTS 
"Busy Since 1833" 
I Smart Luggage 
If you would travel 
smartly. visit our 
Luggage Section 
and 'choose from 
our extensive stock 
All Moderately 
Priced 
MAIN, MOHAWK and PEARL STREETS 
WARREN-KAHSE INC. 
Jewelers and Stationers 
FOR 
FRATERNITIES' SORORITIES CLUBS 
Dance Programs and Favors 
Athletic Awards 
Trophies 
~ 
1048 University Avenue ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
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Higher marks on examinations 
by using 
SMITH'S REGENT REVIEW 
BOOKS 
W. HAZLETON SMITH 
Walker Building - 37 Franklin Street 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Somet·imes experience 
is the best teacher . .. 
Take foods for instance. Those who 
have "experienced" the fine !lavor 
fo/eed we and low prices of Flickinger foods 
say more? need no further teaching. 
FLICKINGER'S FOOD SHOPS 
"Inure Ihe Best Foods Come From" 
Stores Throughout \Vcs te rl\ N~w York and Pennsylvania 
II 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
MAY MAKE IT 
ADVISABLE TO 
CONSIDER A 
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BUSINESS EDUCATION 
It is always advisable 
to remember 
It Pays to Attend a Good School 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTANCY 
SECRETARIAL SClENCB 
..~ SEND FOR CATALOG ~ .. 
Bryant &if' Stratton College 
MAIN ST. AT NORTH, BUFFALO. N. Y. 
Dodds 
Quality 
Milk 
The best that Science, 
Modern Equipment 
and yem's of experi-
ence can produce. 
l1l! 
"QUALITY TELLS" 
:!Jl: 
Dodds 
Alderney Dairy 
FILLMORE 4200 
ELIMINATE THE UNCERTA I NTY OF MARKETrNG 
Phont! your ordcr to Buffalo's ieadinf',jood store Clnd 
be assured of jre.flt merchal1d-ist, or betta still, viI it 
OUI" storewhere experienced saltspeoplewf'll serVt' you. 
Onl' bakery specialius in jancy tea cakes, French 
pashie s, petit four J , and rr ome-made cakes al1d -pies. 
Also, delicioUJ dinner rolls in any style. 
JEHLE'S DRYANT STREET 
Quality Foods AT ASIlLAND 
If il comes from Jehle's - it' J fresh 
Deuel, Lapey & Co., Inc. II 
General Insurance Service 
126 PEARL STREET BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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The Artcraft Company 
School and Fraternity Printers 
Cleveland 7298 
69,[ WASHINGTON ST. B[JFI'ALO, N. Y. 
Classcs in Play Prodllcrion . Scene Design 
Studio School of the Theatre 
545 Elmwood Ave., Phone 0765 
Outlhu a/ Courses 
Play Production interp1'ftation 
r Dice Development Phonetics 
Stage Design 
JANE M. KEELER, Director 
WM. J. ATWILL 
Linotype Composition 
-"-"-"-<'-"-"-"-
! 
501 Washington Street 
Cleveland 2249 
liOTEL LEN 
CLARENCE A. 1'.HNER, President 
We will submit menus and pricfJ up()n request 
Call Tupper 1700 or write 
EQUITY 
Success . .. 
In any field can be accomplished 
only by specialized training. 
Exceptionalopportunity awaits the 
trained business man or woman of 
today as it does in no other field. 
We specialize in trainingfm' Juccess. 
703 MAIN ST., BUFFALO, N. Y. 
NORTH STllI];E'l' 
near Delaware Ave. 
Huffu.lu. N. Y . 
A private dining 
room on the top 
flo or of Hotel 
Lenox will make 
youI' dub, sorori-
ty or class dinner 
more in vi t ing. 
Excellent ser-
vice and unusu-
ally good food. 
BUTTER 
"Rich In Vitamin D" 
DISTRIBUTED BY 
HICKMAN, COWARD & WATTLES 
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Fro-joy Quality IS constant 
always the same".... always good 
FRO-JOY Ice Cream is the most wholesome, delicious and 
invigorating food you can serve your guests, or your fami ly. 
Place it on your daily menu. 
"Fro-joy" ICE CREAM Chock-full of "Youth Units!" 
Olfiu Phone 
Del. 7049 
Res. Plw"ne 
Riv.9486 
WOOLEY'S 
DE l.UX E MOTOR COACH TOURS 
Chartered Bus Tours Only 
Need a Bus - - Call On Us 
Eil. WOOLEY, Supt. 
63 ALBERT AVE. BUFFALO, N. Y. 
PAUL DETTLING (j SON 
Jewelers 
22 West l\hin Sr. Lancaster, N . Y. 
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Implicit Confidence is a source of unending satisfaction in 
making any purchase. It is ever our 
aim to maintain th is confidence :: : : 
DENTON, PIANOS, RADIOS 
COURT AND 
PEARL STREETS 
COTTIER & 
DANIELS, Inc. 
STENOTYPY . . machine shorrhand .. combined wiTh our SE.NIOR SECRETARIAL COUR.SE 
will make you a more speedy and accurate stenographer therebY ,incre<1sing your earning capacity 
Fall Se.uiolls begJn Seplembel' 7 
Ask us abollt our Speci;)1 fnrcnsive SUlllmer Coursc for college or no rm;)\ school students 
Hurst Building, Franklin ;)nd Huron Streets 
Randolph McNutt Company 
SCHOOL DESKS 
BLACKBOAR OS 
AUDITORIUM CHAIRS 
SCHOOL EQUIPMENT 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
------------------+------------------
I':ASTERN OFFICE 
28 SOLlth Pearl Street 
ALBANY, N. Y. 
R. W. TAYLOR, Rt!,rcsemMil'c 
G. H. L.~UTZ, JR. 
Pres. and 'J'rcas. 
BUFFAl.O, N. Y. 
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CENTR1IL OFFICE 
3H C;)rlron Roa d 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
L. R. HOKE, l{epr,ul1tati1:~ 
t 
Books • • 
<{ Are you familiar with the fiction and biographies 
that are discussed among your friends-and about 
which YOll feel you should know something i 
<{You can keep up with current literature, fiction, 
biography, belles lettres and poetry by reading the 
book reviews and intelligent discussiQns of books-
• 
Every Saturday in the 
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS 
T. & E. DICKINSON & CO. 
I NC ORPORATED 
Buffalo's Leading Jewelers 
"Gifts for the Graduate" 
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY 
ATTLEBORO, :MASS ACHUSETTS 
Manufacturing J ewefers 
"Nine of every ten badges on any campus 
are Balfour-made" 
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618-620 Main Street 
BAUER BROS. 
Mem01'ial Craftsmen in GTanitt 
114 (l1'ble and B1'Onze 
LANCASTER. N. Y. 
.. 
Complete 
FIRST AID EQUIPMENT 
fo1' 
Home, Factory, Store and Travel 
. . . .. 
JEFFREY-FELL COMPANY 
1700 Main Street TWOS'l"ORES 318 Pearl SI. 
13uFl'ALO, N. Y . 
BIDWELL PARKWAY BEAUTY SHOPPE 
946 Elmwood at Bidwell Pky. 
SPECIALIZING in all Branches of 
Beauty Culture . . . Featuring 
the Famous Edmund Steam Pcr-
manentWave . ... Special Rates. 
Open Friday and Saturday Evenings Bid. 3536 
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Floral Service . . . . 
RUTH BARRY FLOWER SHOP 
1088 ELM WOOD A v Ii . 
»»LUNCH«« 
Sl Sl Sl Sl 
PARK CONFECTIONERY 
SCALTUS BROS., Proprietors 
1124 Elmwood at For es t 
CA P AND GOWNS FOR RENT AND SAL E 
PETER PAUL & SON 
INC 0 R P 0 It ATE D 
ANTHONY M. P,\U L, President .tnd General Manager 
STATIONERS and ENGRAVERS 
Sorority Dance Programs and Stationery , Wedding 
Invitations and A1W01l1tCements, Cards and Gifts for 
/Ill Occasions. Class Pins, Rings , Invitation Cards 
2;6 DEI. AWA RE AV E NU E AIJOVE C H IPPEWA STR E E T 
-------------------------
JOE'S FRUIT MARKET 
Who/eJa/e and Rettlil 
Fancy Fruits and Vegetttbl,,' 
142 E. FERRY STREET 
Phono Fill. 6088 
4 4 
We C ~rry a Full Line of Fancy Can Guods 
NATIONAL TEACHERS AGENCY 
RlJDY E. ROBI NSON, MGlt. 
'105 Herald Building - Syrac lIse, N. Y. 
PERSONAL SERVI CE 
To Teachers and Schools 
W e Need Y011 You Nud Us Enroll NO",)) 
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Eat a1 Our FQ1lll/ain W ,. Carry School Supplies 
AL-RO DRUG STORE 
1116-18 ELMWOOD AVE. 
Near Forest 
Try Our Special Sandwiches .... 
Pricts M odera t'e .... Visit Our 
Students R est R oom . ... Toilet 
Goods, Cand·ies and Tobaccos. 
Neighbor . ... 
STOP for Soeon y 
Service at Gra nt and 
Auburn, ... Operated by 
your neigh bor, ... 
FAHY & MILLER 
SCOTT'S 
ROLLER 
RINK 
MA1N and 
BURTON 
STRUTS 
is opening for the 
Winter Season 
SUN DAY, AUG, 3U, 193I 
Call Riv, 0774 
Cox, Sons & Vining 
13 1- 133 East 23 rd Street 
New York 
• • 
• 
Makt1,s of 
CAPS, GOWNS and HOOD S 
fol' all Degl'u,r 
Correct Outfits for Sale or Ren tal 
~===============-=~ 
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Shea 
Theatres 
G R EA T ER BUFF A LO' S 
G REAT ES T ENTERTA I N M EN T 
NOW-- More than ever before! 
« T he worl d of en tert ain ment changes co n-
stantl y. Personal ities bloom an d pale with t he 
::; Ili fti llg ( i ~l t: or popu lar ap proval! 
« Vogues in stage ami sc reen programs va ry 
wit h lhe ti mes. Shea TheatrtJ. while keep-
ing pace wit h pu bl ic tas te and in tu ne wit.h 
changing times, stay li xed as the N orth Sta r in 
t.hei r g uarantee of L[ uali ty t 
a: Today, the new develo pments in ente rtai n-
ment - on stage, screen, and in the Illlls ic de-
partme nt -emphasize our Qual ity Pledge ! 
lH Me than ever be/ort! Shea Tllcat'fc$ Me y OM 
unf ailing gu ide 10 l he bo t in E 'lItt'rf tdnmen/ ! 
SHEA'S BUFFALO 
SI-If.A'S HIPPODROME 
SHEA'S CE NTURY 
and---'---in the (omm'ultilifS 
SHEA'S ELMWOOD 
Elmwood ar W. Ut ica 
SHEA'S ROOSEVELT 
S ~7 llroadway 
SHEA'S BAIL EY 
Hailey Ave . at Ge nesee SL. 
SHEA'S SENECA 
Seneca St . at Cazenovia 
SHEA'S NORTH PAR K 
Hertel Ave. a t North Pa rk 
SHEA'S KENSINC;TON 
Bai ley A \'e. a t Kensi ngton 
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M ember Florist! Telegraph Dt'liou)' 
KRAMER 
]toriff 
1291 JEF FERSON AVENUE 
56 W. CHIPPEWA STREET 
BUFFALO,N , Y 
J~lferson I246 
Buffalo's Most Modern Flower Shop 
THE ELMWOOD 
Flower Shop 
A . A. ER C KlillT & SON 
Phone, Bid well 0948 
976 ELMWOOD AVENUE 
GRE ENHOUS ES - - WI I. LlAMSVI LLE 
Member Flori!l! Ttlcgraph f)tlilltry 
A CAR OF BRILLIA NT IlE A UTY 
POWERED WIT H A IRPLAN E- TY I' E EN GINE 
FRANKLIN 
America's 1110sl M odern it4.otor Car 
OSTENDORF MOTOR CAR 
CORPORATION 
l 22 l- 1225 Main Street, Buffa lo, N. Y. 
Sple11did f/alueJ in. USED FR/INK l.INS 
Right in your own home, 
you can en joy the deliciou s sea food s 
you have eaten at Gandy's Restaurant , 
fo r Gandy's Sea Food Market will de-
li ve r the same " pick of the catch" to 
your door. 
Phone your order to W alkington 6432 
HOTEL MARKEEN 
Excel lent Facil it ies 
for Enterta ining 
M en-us Submitted 
~~Y.! 
Sea Food Market 
388 PEARL STREET 
at Chip pewa 
~ The Staff gl'atefully ac-
knowledges the co-operation 
of student body and faculty 
PHONE , TUPPE R 9890 I 
MAIN AT U TI CA STR E-=~J \. :..A,,:~/\..: . J\ .:jl..:".A..:.A.:f~:.Jj<.A. : . .l\..:.A .:.A .:..A.:.J 
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